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VOL. VIII.— NO.

HOLLAND,

13.

SATURDAY, MAY

MICH.,

Oesiral Dealer!.

She

Out

iWliUttl (City
V7AN PUTTEN G„

General Dealer*.In Dry
Good*, Groceries, Crockery,Hat» aud Caps,
Flour, Provision*, etc.; River at.

From the

Jlatket?.

S*U

Produce, Eto.
Apples,

bushel .................4

^

Sublet.

40®

50

Beans, # bushel ........ ........... 1 j*
Butter, ^ fb .......................
12
lYOONE 1I„ Livery and Sale Stable. Olflce Clover seed, V lb ................
je
13 audbarnou Market Direct. Everyiaing tirat- Eggs, V doeeu ..................
y
OFFICK: VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.
cla*s
Uoney, ....................
Hay, p ton ....................*0 ((i ....
VTIBBELINK,J. 11., Livery and Sale Stable; Onions.
J.
V bushel .................35
lx
Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
Potatoes. V bushel ................
«('
Editor and PatAUner.
Direct, near Market.
Timothy Heed, ty bushel ..........
1 26
Wool, V tt> ....................
Terms of Sabsoription:
Wazonaaken and BUckimithi.
Wood, Staves, Eto,
$1.50 per year if paid in odcance; $1.75 if
f'VlJKEMAJ. * C. Wagon and -Blacksmith Cordwood, maple, dry .....................
$2 50
paid at three mouth, and $J.UU if
kJ Shop. HorDe-Dhoelug and all kind* of repairgreen .................2 00
paid at six month.
ing done. Eighth Street a lew doors weal of River.
beach, dry ...................... 2 00

-

amnDcin,
OTTO

Liverr tad

^
^
^

mmi

•-

DOESBURG,

^

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
Oue uiiuuruoften Hues,

uoupsreil,) 76 cents
for ilrBt insertion, and 26 cents for euch euuee>jaent insertion for any period under three
t

months.
3 M.
3

••

“

h Column

^

b M.

60 | 5
5 O'' 8
8 00 | 10
10 00 17
17 00 25
25 0U 40

1 aquaie

2
3

|

-

1

n

T.

00 | 8 00
00 | 10 oU
00 , 17 00
00 I 25 00
00 I 40 00
00 65 00

“

Mich.

Manafaetoriei,Bill*, Shop*, Stc.

VY

“

Grand Rapids.

|

**

“

9.20

DO u.

Ul.

t 5.10 •*
a.3U p. m.

11.55 a. in.

t

‘4.

p.m.

Muskegon, Pent water
tM Rig Rapids. *19.25 a. in.

“ “
•*
“
“
“ “

New

Buffalo

t

\ 9.25 p. ui.

tfc

(Juiougo.

*

5.25 a. in.
8.35 p. in.
* G ID “

19.55 “

[j 1.59 a.

r 0.19

8.25 p.

#

ui. 12.15 “

“

* 19 45

m.

a. in.

^ 9.85 "

.5.55

Mixed trains,
Daily except auuday and Monday.

Daily except Saturday,
k Mondays only.
aII other .rains daily except Suu. ays.
All trams on mis road, w ill be run by Chicago
time wmch is 20 minutes later man Columbus
time.
X

Grand Haven Rail Road.

Taken Effect, Sunday,
(Linz North.
-t.
No. 2.
p. ui,
p. m.
7 .*) 12 AJ
7 lu 11 -W
7 00 11 42
u 15 11 12
5 3i 10 44
4 5) 10 26
3 4j
9 35

No.

E. C.

Dec. 8, 1878.
0:i:g Sstr.h.

No.

STATIONS.

a.

p. in.

Muskegon,
Forrjaimrtf,
ilitveu

(intinl

IV-on,

,

ilolliiiiU,

Fillmore,
•Allegan,

2
2
2
3
3
4
5

20
63
67
20
53
l?
13

No.

1,

a. in.

7
7
7
8
9

OU
45
55
40
50
10 *0
11 4o

FRED. II. MAY, Manu'jer.
Lkavenwoutu,Grn'l Freiy/U A<jtiU.
...

......

in

.1J/Cu,

solemnly agreed, for to and

have

for our child-

we

ren, to unite in a holy covenant, which

confirm with

a

solemn oatlT.

It

is

now

for-

ty years ago since our fathers left the
Cape colony

to

become

a free

and indepen-

dent people. These forty years were forty years of

sorrow and suffering. We have

founded Natal, the Orange Free State and

lb

...........................
6

All the bad element in the party is frantic the night has our free rebupllc been stolen
support of Inin. We began by stating from us. We connot suffer this, aud we

@ 4# in
® J

^8
a,

explicitly that all Grant

10

(fli 6

®
®

men were not may

about the Rev. Joseph Cook

5
R

a

little

silly.

The

Is,

supported by experience.It

IJOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
A large proportion of tbe American peoAgent, Notary Public ami Conveyancer; Col- ple are to day dying from tbe effects of
lections made In Uollaml and vlciuil*'.
Dyspepsia or disordered liver. Tbe result
ALSU, 11., Notary Puultc, Conveyancer, of these diseases upon tbe musses of intel
and ftisuraucu Agent. Office, City l/rug
ligent and valuable people is most alarm
Store. 8th street.
ing, making life actually a burden instead
PlfliCULI
of n pleasant existence of enjoyment and
\ NNIS, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite usefulness ns it ought to be. There is no
iV. S. \V. cor. Public Square.
^ood reason for this, if you will only throw
aside prejudiceand skepticism, take the
A Sil, 11. L. Surgeonsand Physicians.Office at
advice of Druggists and your friends,and
iV his residence, Overysel, Mich.
try one bottle of Green’s August Flower.
I EDEBOER, B. Physicianaud Surgeon: Office Your speedy relief is ceitain. Millions o!
±J corner Eleven th aud River street opposite bottles of tliis medicine have been given
public square.
away to try its virtues,with satisfactory
I EDEBOER, F, S., Physicianand Surgeon ; results in every case. You can buy a
-Li office at residence,on c-iglnhstreet, near Chi. sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three
X M. L. S. It. R. crossing.
doses will relieve tbe worst case. Posi>fO CULLOGU TtfOS., Physician, Surgeon and tively sold by all Druggists on tbe West1 A Accuuctier.Office, Van Putteu’s urug store,
ern Continent.
Holland,Michigan.

tv

of

It is the will

God

that the

fathers and the love to our

therefore, children should oblige us to deliver unto

assertion that “all the

our children, unblemished,the heritage ot

rascals are on the Democratic side” has a

An Astonishing Fact.

L

not.

rascals. Our correspondent’squestion unity of our

Turkeys. “ .............
7 «, 9
Cbickous.dressed eer lb ................6 ® 8

Naur? Puclic*

Holland.

of the South African republic,

frauds.

pleasing sound, but unhappily It

1auV(

rrt ft of
lloiUutd,

gracious assistanceand mercy we, burghers

®

lb

Tallow, per
P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Corlotu and Rivet streets.

1, 1879.

Almighty God,

tion: "In the presence of

the searcher of hearts, and praying for His

lb

lb

“ “

IITILMS,

A

Trains.

To th Editor of the Nation:

1b

Mauulucturerof aud Dealer in
LJ. Agricultural Implements; commission ageut
for Mowimt Machines* cor. lUthiE River street.

V

Taken Effect,WtdnesUy Jan.

are likely to aecure the

lb

IIEALD, U. K.,

Cmcago Si West Michigan E. £.

men

pathy of the great bulk of the English na-

the South African republic, and taree
MARqUETTK.
times has the English government trampled
“ $100 ......................
125
[We
ssy
nothing
of
the
kind.
We
said
on our liberty. And our flag, baptized
Barley, $ 100
...................120
Middling,$ 100 ............... 85 there was no Republican rascal who was
with the blood aud tears of our fathers,
Flour. $100
................. 2 43
Pearl Burley, $ 100
.............3 00
4 00 not “a Grant man,” and wc say so still. has been pulled down. As by a thief in

I

gtoaite.

sym-

that such

GENERAL GRANT AND THE RASCALS.

Bran, V ton ........................<2> 14 00
Feed. V ton .........................
18 00

1JAUELS. VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
Meats, Eto.
Au X before the Subscriber's name will donote
of Ptugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour Beef, dressed per tt> ......................
4
the expiration of iho Subscription.Two XX *ig- Mills.)near foot of 8th street.
Pork,
...................
nuy that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Lard ................
fi
All advertising bills collectable quarterly. trKRBEEK, U. W..& CO., Proprietors of the Smoked Meat ........ .......... ......... 8
Phoenix Planing Mill. All xiuds of build•* Ham ......................... 5
ing material furnished at Grand RumUs prices.
“ •Shoulders......................
4

$»U

them

®

V

a translation of the oath of mutual alle-.

can Grant friends.

@

aud twine; 8lh street.

Natal Witness)

tor in full, for the benefitof our Republi- are to be respected. It will also strike

...

a

Th

following (says

glance taken by a great number of respec-

A

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published wtmuui charge for suoscuheis.

is

Sir: You say there is not a rascal in the
country but is eager to vote for Grant. If
*• green .....................1 75 that is true be would be triumphantly
Xe*t Market*.
Hsmfock Bark ......................@4 00 elected;but all the rascals art on the
Stavea, pork, white oak ............. <&,10 00
I) GONE, C., Whole*ale Dealer in a.I kind* of Staves, Tierce,
.........
12 00 Democraticaide. The Rev Jos. Cook has
13 Meat. Paya the litgheetprice for cattle. Heading bolts, soft wood ............. @ 2 54 come in his favor. Is he a rascal? As
Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
2-1 y
Headingbolts,hardwood ............... ... 2 75 Greeley truly said: “Point where you
Stave bolta, softwood. ..................... 2 15
IkUTKAU A VAN ZuKltEN, New Meat Mar- Stave bolts,hardwood ...................3 00 please to an election district which you
13 ket, near comer Eighth and Fieh Street. All Railroad ties, ........ ........................
will pronounce morally rotten, given up
10
kinds of eauaageB coiiDiamly on hand.
Shingles,
m .......................... a 2 00 to debaucheryand vice, whose voters subsist by keeping policy offices,gambling
I/'UiTE, J., Dealer iu all kinds of meats aud
Grain, Feed, Etc.
IV vegetables; Meat Market on 8th Direct.
houses, grogshops, and darker dens o!
Wheat, white ^bushel ........ new 100
101
__
Corn, shelled $ bushel .............85 infamy— there is the Democratic party’b
\rAN DER UAAK, U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Oats, $ bushel .....................
27
for railroad wreckers and ciphering
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Buckwheat, # bnahei ...............40

changes.
Business Curds in City Directory, not over three
lines, £2.00 per annum,

The

“

“

JOB I’KINTINO PHOMPTLT AND NEATLY DONE.

377.

thodox Republican sheet as au Intelligent- table Transvaal boers at tbe Wonderly managed journal can or will be, we fontein meeting. It will strike most peopublish the note and the reply of tiie edi- ple that this oath is the oath of men who

1^

•*
“

NO.

Ti)» Boen’ Oath.

"Nation.’'

The following note and reply, taken
from the Nation of May 1, speaks for itself, and as the Nation is as nearly an or-

V

A WESKLY^NS^SPAPEE,
PUBMOUKD EVERY SATURDAY AT

WHOLE

1879

10,

is

h

our fathers. It is for this reaiou that

not

here unite and give each other the hand as

men and

strange

but true that the Republican party contains several of very superior quality.

wo

to bo

A

brethren,solemnly promising

faithful to our country

ple, and,

and

peo-

looking unto God, to work

to-

correspondentof Colonel Forney’s cheer- gether unto death for the restorationof the
ful paper, the Progress,also asks, apropos libertyof our republic. So truly help us
of our paragraph, “Is it just that General

Grant should he made
the men

God Almighty.”
---- —
Fred
Douglass
is an earnest opponentof
good

to bear the sins of

whom
who

he commissioned in
have in some instances negro emigration from the south. No good
cau come of it he says. The negro I* now
violated their trust?” Of course not; hut
armed with legal and constitutionalguarit is ju«t that General Grant should be
faith, hut

made
whom

to

bear

he kept in office, on

rule— that

is

antees, and, "being the muscular and

the sins of rascally officers
the

‘‘under-fire"

after their rascalitywas dis-

covered and clearly proved. The renomination of “Boss” Shepherd for the chai.-

manship of the Commission of the

Dis-

laboring arm of the south," Douglass “cannot yet believe he

is

so destituteof power

that he cannot make living terms with
those*

have

who want

it

his labor,

and who must

or accept poverty and ruin instead."

He does not believe the migratorydispositrict of Columbia,for instance,immediateOCUOUTEN, K. A. City Puysimu. Office at the
As
Honest
Medicine.
tion will continue long or prevail with
O First Ward Drug Store, aib atreet.
ly after he had been legislated out of
Of all medicinesadvertised to cure any
large numbers. “The hundreds will go,”
affection of the Throat, Chest Dr Lungs, office for corruption, which so shocked Ihe
PhRjgrapher.
we know of none we can recommend so Senate and the pub'tc at the time, was a he says, "but the millions will stay behind ,
1 I tGGLNS, B. P. tiie leading Puotograpker. Galand will finallyhave their wisdom in so
highly as Ur. King's Mew Discovery for
iery opposite tins office.
case <>f responsibilityfor rascalitywhich
Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
doing rewarded with pcacoj and prosGeneral Grant actually took pains to make
BftldltU.
Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Hoarseness,Tickperity.” There are abundant reasons for
VTAUPELL, 11., Manufacturerol auddealenu ling in the Throat, loss of voice, elc. This plain. No one knows better than the joy- believing that Douglass is a safer and
V Harness,Trunks, buddies and VMnps; medicine does positively cure, and that o\is editor of progress that if Grant is
highlit street.
wiser counselor for his colored friends
where everything else has failed. No medunminuted the Democratswill only have
icine can show one half so many positive
then those under whose advice crowds of
T;cac:caai wigar*.
and permanent cures as have already been to make extracts from the files of the RepE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, effected by this truly wonderful remedy. publican papers between 1870 and 187G in needy, improvident blacks are paying the
A Cigars, Snutl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street. For Asthma i\nd Bronchitis it is a perfect order to compound a most damning and few dollors they possess for steamboat fare
spec ific, curing the very worst cases in the
Watsbei iod Jmlry.
damnable campaign document. The to points at whiih they have only starvashortest time possible. We say by all
tion to expect, unless saved by charity.
OSLIN A BKEY.MAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
— ----- -4*
O aud dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner *f Mar- means give it a trial. Trial boWes ten Grant movement is, in tact, a proposal to

(
'

--

1

Holland, Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. U. &, ket and Eighth Street.
. K. H. and L. S. ai M. 8. for IMainwell, Kalamazoo Ft. VN'ipue,Cleveland, Jic., ifcc.

•

cents. Regular size $1.00. For sale by confess that the party has neither policy, The Latest Invention in Useful Hooiehold
Heber Walsh, Holland,Mich.
nor ideas, nor statesmen.It is saying
Article*.

Budilin's Arnica Salve.

substantially,“We have no plans, no poli-

Within the last few years there has been
cy and no ideas to speak of, but we have
the world for Cuts,
expended a great deni of inventive thought
a first-rateman. lie has no plans, policy,
I. 0. of 0. F.
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
gitwtonj.
and genius upon what may properly be
Holland City Lodge, No. I92,lndepctident0rderChapped hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all or ideas either; but ho is tough, decided
of Odd Follows, holds its regular meeting* at odd
kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is and combative,and will mako tbe Demo- classed as household articles,the most
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., ou Tuesday Evening
AtWraeyi.
noted results of which are the production
guurrauteed to give perfect satisfactionin
of each week
crats skip. If this is not imperialisttalk,
every case or money refunded. Price 25
Visiting brothers are cordislly invited.
of the sewing machine, the wringer, the
TJUWAUD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
what is il?
W. Blum, N. G.
Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh
i-L Notary Public; River street.
O. A. Konino, R. S.
We may add that the acceptance of the washing machine, the carpet sweeper, Ac.
Holland,Michigan.
Almost every week wc chronicle the adVtC BRIDE, P. U., Attorueyand Couuselor
Cou
at
third-term idea would be, as every oue
F. Si A. M.
Law, and Proctor iu Admiralty. No. 11
vent
of some new invention by which the
River street.
Why do the Pessinks sell so many cigars? saw plainly, or was supposed to see plainA. Reuulae Communication of Unity Lodge.
No. 191,F. Jb A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall, Because they keep Ihe most completeslock
cares and labors of housekeeping are lessTJAUKS, W. il. Attorney and Councclorat Law, Holland, Mich., ou Wednesday evening, June of fine cigars in this city. They invite ly, three years ago, virtuallythe adoption
ened, and woman’s work made easier.
corner of River and eighth streets.
4, at
o’clock, sharp.
customers to’ try their brands, especially of the life-tenure for the Presidency and
Otto Bkbyman. W. M.
The newest thing to challengeour atrPEN EYCK, J., Attorueyat Law and Collecting
that little 5 cent Fumble, Clear Havana, as the abandonmentof the popular governC. B. Wynne Sec'g.
ention
and gladden the heart of the housewell as the other 25 different brands. 10-tf ment. The gratitude, love and admiraEighth street*1100111
^uayoU & V'ul*1,uUt‘u’bbanx
keeper, is. what is called the Novelty Brush
tion, or whatever it is, which makes peo
The best Salve

in

^usiuc^

A

7

gate

Banking and Exchange.

Having bought the fixturesand business pie want to give Grant three terms would,
interestof Mr. \Y. P. Scott’s broom manof course, grow the longer he served, and
"IT AN PUrfEN JACOB, Banking and Colufactory, I wish to inform the public that
lectiug, Drafts nought and sold; Eighth
^ |y
the business will be continuedand pushed would give him an irresistibleclaim to
The undersigned,
E Best, having by me with unabated energy. Call for the place on the expiration of his sixth
Barber*.
term. If, also, the Democrats should sucsettled in the city of Grand Rapids, oilers samples, and ascertain prices.
. C. WIERSEMA.
l^L GROOr, L. barber. Hair cutting, sliavlng, his services asa Physician, Surgeon and Acceed in defeating him before he died, they
ahampoonlng,halr-dyelng,etc., done at rea- coucheur to tbe public at large, and
would never admit that their man was
sonable rates. Baruer shop next door to tbe City
whereas be pays particular attention to
14_ly
It is
a Trial*
anything short of a six term man either,
chronic diseases,and fine surgery, he has

V
Bircci.

NOTICE.
Dr.

10-2w

U

Hotel.

Worth

ladder, Carpet Stretcherand Sioeeper, a

simple contrivancedesigned
in position any

kind of

a

lo

very

firmly hold

brush or duster;

having an extension handle that enables
one to wash or dust windows, walls or ceil-

ings without the aid of a step ladder.
That

is

one

Of its

conveniences,and It

also one of the best carpet

is

sweepers in Ihe

"I was troubled for many years with or ought to have less tban three terms.
Kidney
Complaint, Gravel, &c. ; my blood
City ol Holland, on Saturday of each week,
The European noble*, too-, would soon full
IkEACII BRO’d, CommissionMerchants, and where he can be consulted during ihe became tbio; I was dull and inactive;
into the way of taking a hand in the PresiJ dealers iu Grain, Flour and Pi oJuce. iligh'
cold hardly crawl about, and was an old
«st marxet price paid for wheat. Odkj in Brick
idential canvass. When an ex-President
L. E. BEST, M. D.
store cor. Eighth & Fish streets,Iloliaud,Mich. 17
worn out man all over, and could get
arrived
on their shores they would receive
Grand Rapids, Nov. 25 1878.
nothing to help me, until I got Hop BitDiitiit.
ters, and now I am a boy again. My blood him with increasing honors on seeing that
11 right, and I am as ac- it tickled the Americans. Then, if there
In answer to repeated^ Inquiries tny ®n(l kidneys are aB
ri^bt, aiHj un^2 8 aCj

scrubbing brush it is Ihe best device
ever made, no more kneeling on tbe floor,
no more back aches or sore Angers.
As carpet stretcher alone it is worth iu

KJ

cost, as a carpet of

o

concluded to stop

ComaiuionMerehant.

day.

at the City Hotel, in the

1

EE, 1). M., Dental durgeon; residenceand ofdee on Eighth street, opposite Van Uaalte>
bhoe store.
UiiYe purchased a stock of the finest hats
in the iparket— the **6teU(mt,v'Onmracinly
Drug* Mi Vliiclaei.
known as Die PhiladelphiahaL It jg a
T\OESBURG, J. O., Dealer iu Drugs and Medi- superb article, and are lor sale at very low
XJ cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes, &c. Phy- figures,
sician'sprescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
D. BERTSCH.

at

_

6-tf.

AlI. kinds of Shingles for sale at
fumeries. River street.

XTAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

G.
Dealer in Drags, Medi-

cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.

W. Van Din Bino's Family Medicines; Eighth

TITALSH HBBER,

Iness

8t0Cl1

St.

DruggistA Pharmacist; a

0f K00t*8 npP»;rta*n*n810 l^e *)U8‘
rurnitnrs.

at
A fresh

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

" ~

I
no doubt
’ have
‘
J '* *
others of

KANTERS.

If vou wish to buy Candies go to the
City bakery and buy the home made Candies, and others, which they warrant strictly pure and healthy, and in which they
take the lead iu this city.

10-tf

FESSINK BROS.

at
, —

•-

If you want to get
call

The

my age.

—(Father.)

stock of Candy, just received
/ L. T.

were two ex-Presldents in the field pitted
will
”,n do
r>~ as well for
againht
each other, tbe campaign orators
It Is worth .the triaL,,
of each side would endeavor to show that

it
s*

.•

•

some

first-class meal

JACOB KUITE.
^
;T

Best, Safest,and Cheapest remedy
•
for all affectionsof the Bladder and KidCocoa Nuts, Oranges, Lemons, Raisins,
neys— such as gravel, diabetes, etc,— is Nuts, Figa, Dates, poye Oysters, Sardines,
the Genuine Imported Harlem Oil. For Salmon and fresh Compressed Yeast, al«a!e at J/O. Doesburg’s Drug stnre;only. ways fresh and first-class,
,
Price 25 cts per bottle.
0— 13 w
PESSlNKBROS.
•

v

10-tf

^

at

market, holding the brush firmly at an an-

gle. It cleans the

carpet

raises no dust, and does not

pet like the ordinary

. thoroughly,
wear the car-

brooms. As

a hand 'e

for the

any

size

can be

laid

eveuiy without any of ihe labor and vexation usually attending such work. It is
strong, simple, thoroughly made, cannot
their man had had bigger dinners in Eu- get out of order, has no screws, lever or
rope, and had been received by more hinges, is compact,cheap and durable.
It is manufactured by Brown & Co., Cincrowned heads, and had had more ele- cinnati the well known maDUfaciurere. Df
phants in his proc6*aionthan the other useful household articles, and is sold only
man. Would "government of the people by their agents to housekeeper*. The real
utility of this article will at once be seen
by the people for the people” in tnis way
by those most Interested,and we predict
grow in strength and dignity?—£tf. Na- for it a large sale. Every housekeeper in
tion.
the land will wan' one
AnV reliableIndy or gentleman wlsninz
Many of the Michigan lumbermen are remunerative employment, would do well
in a bad fix at. present. Millions on mil- to secure the agency for this coumV,
which can be done by enclosing a stamp
lion* of feet of log* a»e "hung up" high
for descriptive circular and terms, to
and dry, and will not reach the mill b->< ms Brown & Co., Grand Hotel Building, Ciuthis
/V
I cinnbti, Ohio.

season.

»

-J-

ally framed the politloal sectionsIn controversy.
PERSONAL.
The National Greenbackmember* of the House
also held a caucus of three hours' duration on the
Bishop Ames left a fortune of $250,A new Greenbackpaper* called the National subject of the Presidentialveto. A general InterView, has appeared at Washington. It is under change of views occurred, but no definite action 000.
waa reached as to what course they should pursue.
the managementof Lee Crandall
The pugilisticJem Mace has two sons
The Senate was engaged in the discussion ot
A letter from Washington to the
preaching in Australia.
the bill to prevent the introduction of contagious
Philadelphia Star says that Blaine has no doubt
Garibaldi cannot use his legs, but he
diseases in the United State*,on the lit Inst., but
Grant will be Dominated for Preeideut by aoreached no d edition upon the subject.-— In the uses his head to a purpose.
clamation, and that he (Blaine) does not intend
House, the President* messtge vetoing the Army
Mr. James Davis, 105 years of age,
to allow his name to be used in oppositionto
bill was read, and the Speaker put the question died a day or two ago at his home in
him.
At the charter election in Indianap- whetherthe bill should pus, notwithstanding tho Chatham county, N. C.
veto. On pusing the bill ever tha veto, the vote
olis, last week, the entire Republican ticket wu-ayts, 12u; noes, 110, eo the bill
Lac Osterman, a centenarian,and a
was successful by majorities ranging from failed for want of a two-thirdsvote.
soldier under the First Napoleon, died
The two committeesappointed Teapectively by the
1.500 to 2,000. At Lafayette the Republican Houao and Senate Democraticcaucusesto report in Chicago the other day.
ticket was also elected. In Fort Wayne, Terre wbat course of action should be adopted In view of
Lieut. Clem, known as the “ drumHaute and New Albany the Democrats elected the Presidentialvetoes,put and prospective, held
mer
boy of Chickamauga,” is to be Proa
joint
meeting,
but
arrived
at
no
definite
underall their candidatesfor city officers.— William
Dawson, Democrat, has been elected Mayor of standing u to what coucae would bo pursued.
fessor of Military Science and Tactics
8t. Paul, Minn.
The Texas Pacific Railroad bill was intro- at hte Galesville University of Wisconduced in the Senate by Mr. Johnston on tho 2d sin.
GENERAL.
inst., read at length, and referred. Mr. Saulsbury
Mrs. Sarah J. Hale, for half a called up tho resolutionauthorizing the Committee Charles Bennett, a California gymcentury editress of Godey'i Lady's Book, died on Privilegeeand Elections to reopen the case of nast, who died a few days ago, could
at her home in Philadelphialast week.
Senator Kellogg, and to investigate Judge Spof- run twenty miles at a high rate of
By an explosion of nitro-glycerine in ford’s claim to Mr. Kellogg's seat. Mr. Hoar speed, and could easily lift a weight of
tion, in session at Louisville lest week, nomi-

HOLLAND

-

fclTY.

nated Dr. Luke P. Blackburn for Governor.

-

—

'

.MICHIGAN.

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,
THK EAST.
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. A DESPERATE attempt was made by
tiro burglars1o rob the Allegheny (Pa.) Savings

Bank in broad daylight*last week. The cashier,
who was alone in the bank, tackledthe villains
single-handed. He wrested a revolver from
one of them, and fired three shots at the thieves,
putting them to flight They succeeded in getting away with atwut 91,500, and made good
their escape.

There were forty-nine failuresin
New York city during April, with liabiliof 91,199,883,and assets of 9633,121. In
April, 1878, there were seventy-threefailures,
and total liabilities of 99,890,000.
ties

A horrible murder by

a religious fa-

natic is reported from Pocasset, Mass.

One

Charles F. Freeman, a Second Adventist, had

,

.

.

-

u

The
The

Electric Light Abroad.

is coming into more
general use in England than in this

electric light

country. In London the Victoria Embankment is lighted by this process, as
well as several of the

The

London

i

>

bridges.

electric light of forty lamps

from

Westminster to Blackfriars, a distance of
2,145 yards from one center, is worked by
Ransome’s series of twenty- horse power

engines and two Gramme batteries.
Antwerp dock is to be lighted with the
Jablochkoff system. A magnificentpile
of warehouses belonging to Messrs.
Crocker, Sons & Company of Watlington street are to be supplied with twenty
electric lights. Several of the London
theaters and large stores ore lighted in
the same way. This is a great advantage, businessbeing carried on equally
well by night and day. In Paris the
streets and squares are illuminatedwith
a flood of electric light, almost as clear
and diffusive os sunlight. In that city,

offered
a substitute a resolution reciting the 1,000 pounds.
action of the Senate at the time that Mr. Kellogg
were lost and 150 railroadcars and other wu admitted, and expressing the opinion that said
propertydestroyed. The loss is estimate 1 at proceedingswere final and conclusive as to tho Peace Commissioner, and who survived
right of Mr. Kellogg to a seat in the Senate for tho the massacre at the lava beds, where
A considerablenumber of the South- full term for which he wu elected. Consideration Gen. Canby and Dr. Thomas lost their
of the resolution
postponed lor one week.
ern negroes who emigrated to Kansas are re- Consideration wu resumed of the bill to prevent lives, is editing a paper at Washington,
turningto the Sonth. They are making this the introductioninto the United Statesof contagious D. C., entitled the Council Fire. It is
infectious diseues,and Mr. Garland made a
as well as in London, the electric light
move through a St. Louis commissionhouse or
speech to show the constitutional power to pus a spiritedadvocate of the rights of the
is extensively employed in large railwhich has large Southern connections.
the bill, and the necessity for doing so.
The
road stations.
powerful electric
House wu not in session.
Mrs.
M.
the
first
light
in
the
Edgeware
road depot of the
Congress had a dull day of it on tho 8d ult
a freight depot at Stratford, Out, several livee

been attendingrevival meetings. Some days
wu
ago he claimed to have received a “ wonderful
revelation He says the Lord directed nim to
sacrifice his little daughter,and declaresshe
will rise again in three days. He sent word to
the neighborshe would make revelations known,
and offer orthodox sacrifice. A number of
WASHINGTON.
Second Adventistsassembled at his house, but
At a Cabinet meeting the other day,
the child had been killed.The little one was
The Senate wu ml in Reunion,and the House detransfixedwith a knife, and her blood poured called to consider the organized movement to
voted the day to the discussion of the bill reported
out upon a table, improvisedas an altar.”
occupy the lands in the Indian Territory, it was from the Coinage Committee,amending the statFreeman, the Pocasset (Mass.) Ad- decidedthat the thing must be stopped at once,
utes relating to coinage and coin and bulland to this end troops will be stationedon the
ventist, and bis wife have been committedto
highways leading to the Territory to head off ion certificates.The Democratic members of
jail for the murder of their 5-year-oldchild. the squatters.
the House held a caucus and determinedupon a
On the way to the prison both loudly proline of action in regard to the Army Appropriation
Following
is
the
May
publio-debt
claimed that the death of the child was m obebill. They decided upon the exact terms of the
dience to the divine mandate. A number of statement:
meuure to be separatelypasnert in Hen of the sixth
his Adventist neighbors sustain Freeman in Six per cent, bond* ....... f 4ifi.!XV2.'00
section of the Revised Statutes,it being also agreed
his coarse. Many of them are well-to-do farm - Five per cent bonds ..... 701,632,160
that all considerationof the remainder of the bill
era. Some of those present at the meeting at Four and a bait por cent.
shall be deferred until this independentpolitical
bonds ..................21)0,000,000
Freeman’s house on the day of the murder wittmeasure shall have been acted upon by the President.
be arrested on the charge of being accessory to Four per cent, bonds ..... 6M.8HL7P0
Navy pension fund .......14,000,000
the deed.
Under the call of States a bill was introduced
injthoHouse, on the 5th inst., by Mr. Ladd to proTotal coin bonds
91 ,9M 002.800
Edward Parr, of Philadelphia,aged
Matureddebt
67,420,110 hibit military interferenceat elections,and it wu
60, fatally stabbed his daughter, Busan Irwin, Legal tendenr. ........... 9.340.742.611
referred to tho Committee on Judiciary. This is
|^ed 30. The murder grew out of an old fam- Certificates of deposit. . 81, MB, 000
Fractionalcurrency ...... 15.H1 i 1H4»
the bill agreed upon by the Democrats in caucus,
ily feud.

-

.....

............
.

.

Gold and silver certiflcatea17, 7

THE WEST.

their proper dinners. Au hour later
they had “gotten outside”of two bandits, and. in the happy frame of mind
which a fqll stomach generates, sat licking their mistress’ hand.

40,

020

and is

u

follows:

Indian.
Abby

One

Washburn,

missionary sent to the Indians west of Metropolitan railway illuminates the
the Mississippiriver, died at her home whole interior. In some instances
near old Norristown, in Arkansas,in her mines have been lit up by the same
83d year. For twenty years she and means. The very low temperature of

her husband did missionary work

the electrio light, its non-consumption
among the Cherokee Indians. It was of oxygen, and its infinitely-greater ilher son who painted the Arkansas luminating power recommend it strongly

Traveler.

to general use.

Three hard-worked and under-paid
printers,John B. Jackson, William J.
Heaney and Patrick O’Brien,

of

New

York, clubbed together recently and invested $2 in a lottery ticket. They now
jingle $5,000 apiece— havinff held the
lucky ticket in the April drawing.
About the first time on record that
lightningever stmek a printer.

.

Fruit Sirups.

A new industry in the United States
is the production of fruit sirups. Its
success has brought these sirups into
competition with French manufactures,
which have heretoforehad the markets
of the world. As they are better, they
are preferredin the United States, and
also in the West Indies and South
America. The strawberry, raspberry,
and other fruits of this country are not
only indigenous to the soil, and therefore can be produced cheaper,but they
possess a far richer flavor and are more
juicy, giving them an advantage over
the fruits which have to be cultivated

In the National Houae of Representatives
there are now 34 Johns, 30
is contrary to the spirit of our institutions
and tha
Total debt ........................
92,443.432.170 traditions of our people, and tends to destroy the Williams, 15 Jameses, 14 Thomases, 13
Total interest ............ ........... 27,166,204
fieedomof elections;therefore,
Georges and J osephs. There is a Moses,
Cash in treasury..................... 448,467,166
“Be it enacted,etc., That it shall not be lawful to an Eli, an Elijah,
Reuben, a
Debt less cash in treasury........ $2,027,120,218 bring to or employ at any place where a general or Levi, a Michael, a Gideon, a Hezekiah,
Increaseduring April. ................19,1152 special electionis being held In the Htate any part
in the newspaper profession for fifty yean.
of the army or navy of the United Htates, unleu a Jephtha,a Jonathan, a Jonas, a Joshua,
Decrease since Juno 80, 1878 .......... 8,666,014
such force be necessary to repel tho armed enemies a Simeon, a Seth and an Ebenezer.
The white squatters are to be ejected
CUn UK NT LMDIUTIKS.
Interest dne and unpaid .............
6,100,999 of the United States, or to enforce section 4, artide
from the Indian Territory at any cost Orden
Aunt Milley Williams lives at by extraordinaryeffortsin countries to
Debt on which interest haa ceased.... 67,429,110 4, of the constitution of the United States, and the
laws made in pursuancethereof,on applicationof
have been issued to Gen. Pope to furnish all Interestthereon ......................
1,203.642
Eason’s Cross Roads, near Gatesville, which they do not naturally belong.

H. H. Houghton* formerly editor of
the Galena Q<uett«, and ex-Ministerto the
Sandwich ialauda, died at his home in Galena,
HI, last week. Mr. Houghton was the oldest
editor in the Northwest,having been engaged

"

Total without Interest ............412.040,260

Whereas, The presence

of

troops at the polls

:

a

9

tiie

troops requiredfor the purpose.

Theodore B. Weber and

Mrs. Robert, of Chicago, had a lawsuit Weber was
getting the beet of it The two met in a law
by appointment of attorneys, to take testimony In the case, and while this wasgoing
on Mra Robert drew a pistol and shot Weber,
inflicting a mortal wound.
office,

.

The

proposition to remoye the capi-

the Legislature or Executivo of the State where
such force is to be used, and so much of all laws N.
Nobody thought that Milley was The trade in sirups in this hemisphere
u are inconsistentherewith is hereby repealed.’’
to millions of
a miser.
other day her cabin was has hitherto
Mr. Eaton offereda similar bill in the Senate.
There wu a jplnt caucus of the Republicanmam- burned to the ground. During the fire dollars, which amount has not only gone
bers of both bouses, at which it
unanimously she cried aloud for the neighborsto oat of this country to foreign nations,
resolved that the proposedbill should be defeatthe bed. bnt has also been token away from the
ed. and Messrs. Edmunds. Frye, and Kobeson were save her old chest
appointed a committeeto prepare a substitute to
the cabin had cooled off some- trade of the United States with those
Total .............................
9 448,467,156 be offered.
what the neighborspoked around to countrieswhich by their near proximity
1VAILXDLB ASSETS.
Tho Senate had a long discussion, on the Gth see what could have been in the chest. would be supposed to have preferred
Cash iu treasury ...................... 9 449.467,166
Gold and silver certiflcatee............ 1,2j8,6i2
United States notes held for redemption of certificates of deposit ....... 31,635,000
United States notes hold for redemption of fractionalcurrency ......... 8,446 337
Called bonds not matured for wbit.n 4
per cent, bonda have been Issued.
171,819,100
Cash balance availableMay 1, 1879..
146,617,848
.

C.

amounted

The

wu

.
.

under

When

inst,, of the proposition to authorize the CommitThey raked up just nine pounds of commercial relations with North AmerBonds Issued to the PacificRailroad
ica rather than and other part of the
tee on Privilegesand flections to take testimony gold and silver.
Companies,Interest payable In lawhaa been defeated by a close vote in the lower
world. The success of the experiment
ful money: Principal outstanding.^ 64.028,512 showing that Senator Xelloggobtained his scat by
house of the MissouriLegislature. The measThe Rev. Dr. Todd was induced to bids fair to bring to the United States y
ure lacked only four of a constitutional major- Interestaccrued and not yet paid ..... ,292. .470 bribery,but no decision wu reached in the matInterestpaid by the United States. ... 41,773,745
believe
while at the town of Brinkley, a large trade, besides driving out of our
ity....A fight between citizens and horseter. The bill to prevent the use of
Interest repaid by transportation of
thieves in Taney county, Mo., resultedin the
the polls wsa reported, Ark., recently, that certain roughs had markets another of those foreign prodmails, etc .......................... 10,767,524 troops
death of two of the outlaws and two citizens. Balance of interest paid by the United
amendments, from the Judiciary Com- plotted to assassinate him. He, there- ucts, the control of the sale of which
.. 81,066,220 with
George C. Harding, editor of the States ............................
mittee by Mr. McDonald. Mr. Beck also reported fore, slipped out of town by a back has hitherto been held abroad.— SyraIt has been decided by the Cabinet from the Committee on Appropriations, with street as quickly as possible. He cuse Journal.
Indianapolis Herald, and Calvin A. light, of
amendments, the Legislative,Executive and Juto
place in the hands of Gen. Sheridan the
started through the Cache swamp, but
the IndianapolisDemocrat, a Communist ordicial Appropriation
bill. In the House, Mr.
lost his way and wandered for seven
matter
of
checking
the
unlawful
incureiona
Kuott
reported
back,
without
amendment,
the
bill
gan. engaged in an ink-slingingduel, in which
Georgia Tea.
Light got the best of the fight, while Harding by immigrants npon the lands of the Indian to prohibitmilitary interferenceat elections. days and nights without food. He at
Mr.
Robeson
offered a substitute prohibiting
Wm.
Hughes,
Sr., of Johnson’s StaTerritory.
got fighting mad. He bought a huge Colt's
the use of troops at elections except last reached Duvall's Bluff, badly briar- tion, Liberty county, sent us a few days
navy revolver and made
raid on
FOREIGN.
under the provisions of the constitution and laws
tom and covered with echimosed spots
Light's office,and at once opened fire npon
since a sample of tea grown and prein pursvanc* thereof. This wu rejected—
The city of Orenburg, Russia, #has made
for want of something to eat. The
him, while standing at the imposingyeu, 90: nays, 121. Tho bill, u originallyintropared on his form. It was “drawn” in
stono. Light dodged the first shot, and been devastatedby fire, and half the popula- duced by Mr. Ladd, wu then pusoJ by a strict Brinkley people now say that the assasthe ball struck a printer standing at his case, tion rendered homeless. ____ A telegram from party vote— yeu, 124; nays, 90. All the Grcen- sination story was intended to frighten the usual way, and the result was a most
delicious beverage. Those who want
named Gerhard Lixma, in the groin. Harding Constantinoplestates that the Khedive's em- backera who voted (11) voted yea, those not voting
Mr. Todd, whose timidity as well as
being Barlow and Kuuell.
fird a second shot, which missed Light, but
the unadulterated tea should try the
issary has informed the Porto that the Khedive
worthy qualities were known.
hit another printer named Richard Waltera in
has refused to assent to the appointment of
Georgia article, and they will never
the leg. The latter, fearingfurther damage,
foreigners as Ministersof Finance and Public
after drink the indigo-coloredmedicated
flow
Ihe
Farm
Was
Bought.
at once jumped through a window, and, in fallWorks, but would make other conoessions to
Bites of Spiders.
ing upon the pavement, suffered a fracture of
leaf, as prepared in China especially for
meet toe wishes of France and England.
A young man was very anxious to seboth his ankles, which will lay him up for
Spiders belong to the same class as the European and American markets
Lorillard’s 2-year-old Papoose won cure a piece of property which was juet scorpions. The poison-bags of the forweeks and make him a cripple for life. Light
Savannah (Ga.) News.
escaped from his infuriatedassailant by the the race for the first spring 2-year-old stakes at then for sale on very advantageous
mer are connected with hook-shaped
free use of a good pair of legs, and fled to the
Newmarket, England. There were fonr start- terms. He went to confer with a friend mandiblesin the anterior portions of
A gentleman was threatening to beat
police for protection.
ers. Khabara was second, Homo Rule third.
of his, who was a banker, about the their bodies. The following are some
dog which barked intolerably.
Advices from Southeastern Kansas
A dispatch from Cape Town, South matter, and to inquire whether it would of the most important varieties of spi- “ Why,” exclaimed an Irishman, “would
say that about 2,000 men have gone into the InAfrica, states that several of the Zulu chiefs be prudent to borrow the requisite sum ders:
you beat the poor dumb animal for
dian Territory within the past week; also that
have offered to surrender to the British, and and pay it in regular installments. He
The
bird-spider, of South America, spakin’out?”
rich silver mines hsve been discovered jnst that peace may be expected at an early date.
thought he should be able to manage with a body from two to two and a half
south of the Kansas line, and claims in largo
all but the first installment. He was
The
revolution
in
Central
America
numbers are being registered daily in the
inches long; the scorpion- spider, of
MARKETS.
advised to borrow from the bank a sum
* Squatters'Registry Office," two utiles from has been squelched.... A Bt Petersburg dis-

tal

of Missouri from Jefferson City to Sedalia

1

at

a

—

a

Baxter Springs, Kan.

patch says that Lieut Dubrovina, recently ar-

Chicago elevatorscontain 6,422,668
bushels of wheat, 4,223,920 bushels of corn,
506,831 bushelsof oats, 155,042 bushels of rye.

enough larger than he wished

to raise

@

.

ally nothing. Yon must make a box
and drop in it all the money you receive.” The young man and his wife
went bravely to work to follow his advice. If it was necessary to dine off a
head of boiled cabbage and salt, they

did so and never grumbled. Every
A letter from Gen. McMillan, Post- Rome. New Bishoprics will shortly be created, payment was promptly met. The egg
master of New Orleans, to a firm in St Louis, and the establishment of the Society of money, and the butter money, and the
expressesthe belief that the exodus of negroes Jesus will be more satisfactorilyorganizod.
corn and wheat money— all went into
Dr. Isaac Butt, member of Parfiaraentfor
from the Vslley of the Mississippi has reached Limeriok,and the leader of the Home-Rulers, is the payment-box, and at the specified
such an impetus that it cannot be stopped. The dead. A national subscriptionwill be raised time the place was theirs. There was
same belief has evidently taken hold upon the
for his family, who are left unprovided for.
an invisiblewealth about such hardplanters and merchants of the Lower MissisThe Norwegian Government has no- earned possessions that common obsippi,as they are taking stops toward organized
effort to induce the negroes to remain, to bring tified the authoritiesat Washington that no servers knew nothing of. On the day
back those who have gone, or, failing in both,
sheep or goats from American ports can be im- of the last pavment the young man pre.

the vacancy createdin labor supply by
the introduction of Chinamen if necessary.
fill

An

entire family of six persons was

drowned during the recent disastrous flood near
Houston, Texas.

Texas

tragedies : At Overton, Texas,

as the congregationwas leaving the Methodist

Church, last Sunday, Col. Jared E. Kirby shot
dead John Steele, who, in a quarrel fourteen
years ago, killed Kirby’s father. Ou the same
day, J. T. Young and John Riley attempted to
escape from the Overton jail by setting it on
fire. The flames spread rapidly and both were
burned to death.

Five

cattle-thieveswere recently

killed by stock men in Calhoun county, Texas,
while in the act of running off cattle.

Two negro

inoendiaries,Johnson
Spencer and Nevlin Porter, were recently
hanged by
ville,

a

mob of infuriated citizens at Stark -

Miss.

POLITIC
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Official vote of Michigan at the recent election: For Supreme Court Judge,

James Y. Campbell, Republican,182,184votes;
John B. Shipman, fusion, 126,270;for Regents
of the University, E. 0. Grosvenor, Republican,
181,850:James Shearer, Republican, 181,704;
Henry Whiting, fusion,126, §88; Geo. P. Sanford, fusion, 126,611

The Kentucky DemocraticConven-

NEW YORK.

$8 75 @10 50
rested near Novgorod on suspicion of being a to cover the first payment, lay it strict- very virulent poison; the katipo spider, Bixtxi ...........................
Hoos ..............................
8 50 0 4 10
chief member of the Revolutionary Commit- ly aside, and then go ahead. “But,”
of New Zealand; a spider found, and Cotton ........................... 12
12^
tee, has been hanged.
said his friend, Myou mast spend litermuch feared, in the Sonth of France Floub— Hupprfiue.................3 25 @8 00

Hanlan, the Canadian oarsman, beat
and 272,535 bushelsof barley, making a grand
total of 11,604,996bushels, against 2,231.646 Hawdon, who represented England, in
bushels at this date a year ago. . .The trial of boat-raoefor a stake, which took place
the parties indicted for fraud in connection with
near Newcastlo-on-Tyne on the 5th inst....A
the building of the new Chicago Costom House
dispatchfrom Rome reports that the progress
began in that city last week.
of Catholicismin the United States has induced
THE SOUTH.
the Pope to arrange a complete organization of
the hierarchyand a more intimate union with

to

THE

Costa Rica; the Kirghees-spider,only
about half an inch long, but having a

ported into

.

.

Norway.

and in Spain; the tarantula, of Italy,
and the great American spider. The
last is one of the largest. Except the
back, the whole body and the feet are
covered with long bushy hair.
The tarantnla is specially famous for
the prevalentnotion that its bite causes
dehrium, during which the person bitten does nothing bnt laugh, dance, and
skip about in all sorts of extravagant
postures. The patient is said to be
cured only by music. The whole statement is an imposition on travelers by
peasants, who, for a few cents, let themselves be bitten, and counterfeit the
rest.

sented himself before his friend with a
The bite of most of these spiders causes
smiling face and with the money in his
speedy death in the smaller animals;
hand. There were no rags to be seen,
FORTT-SrXTH CONGRESS.
that of Kirghees even in large animals,
bnt his clothingwas well covered with
and sometimes in bnman beings, about
[ZXTBA SXS8I0JC.1 ZZZ dams from head to foot. “You see I
one in twenty-five of the latter dying
The Senate, on the 80th nit, spent two hours have followed your advice,” he said, when bitten.
in diBcuulnir an amendment to a bill appropriat- casting a glance over himself, Nand my
The best treatment for the bite of a
ing money to defray the expemiee of the extra eeewife looks worse than I do. But' I have
poisonous spider is to apply cold comelon of Congreae allowing mileageto the mombera earned the farm and now I know how to
presses, ice, lead- water and ammonia ; to
of both branebea. The amendment was floallv de
earn another.”— CincinnafiTimes.
withdraw the poison'by a cupping-glass
feated, and tha bill waa paaaed. The bill to
to throw the patient into a sweat is deprevent the introduction of contagious
His Ax.
sirable. This can be done by hot drinks.
and Infectious dlaetees in the Uni“My dear,” said Mr. Smiley, “can you
ted Statea waa then taken up and dlacuased.
Frencby.
In the House, the President*Ueseagevetoing the
locate the whereabouts of my ax?” His
Army bill was read and entered upon the journal. eldest looked up with beaming intelliThe Paris Figaro tells of Miss Cora,
The followingbills paaaed: Appropriatingthe
requisite amount to pay J. B. Eads the sums gence, and furnished the information an American, who is known as “La
due, and to become due, for conatructlng that he “had planted it in the garden.” Fiancee des Lions,” who “ nurses her
jetties at South pas.; amending the section
of the Revised Statutee prescribing a penalty “I like your Washington-like character- lions tenderly in sickness, and lately
for conspiracy against the United States. istics, my son; but why plant it?” brought up a whelp by hand.” Once,
Mr. Le Fevre, from the Committee on Agriculture,
“Well, you see, after Emily and I had while the menageriewas traveling in
reported a bill to preventtha importation of diseased cattle and spread of infectious diseases our quarrel, mother said she wished we Hungary, the troupe ran short of proamong domestic animals. Printedand recommit- would ‘bury the hatchet/ and, as we
visions, and the bona grew ravenous.
ted. — The Democratic members of the Houae, immediately after the adjournment, met in cau- couldn’t find one, we used the ax, be At this juncture appeared a band of
cus to oonridar what farther action abonld cause we always do what mother asks. brigands with a discharged employe of
be taken by the Democratic party concernthe tronpe. Miss Cora quickly surreninf the two appropriation btlla after
they shall both have been defeated by Presidential * Puck says thataman learning to play dered her jewels, and then darted to the
vetoes.After an animated discussion,it waa dethe comet interests all his neighbors— vans and opened the lions’ cage. The
termined to refer the whole anbject to the caucus
sagaciouscreatures instantly recognised
committeesof tha Hooae and Senate, whleh origin- in a horn.
;
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BRAYE CARRIE ROBERTS.
before them, afid the question to be decided was which coaid break and swal
A Foorteen- Year-Old Girl's Desperate Fight
low his dozen in the iborter time. The
With a Burglar.
contest resulted in a tie, both men
A desperate struggle, which makes of
having achieved the feat in forty-twc
Miss Carrie Roberts a heroine, recently
seconds.
took place at the residence of G. H.
Kitchen, a farmer living near Monroe,
SOME SINGULAR OCCURRENCES.
Warren county, Ohio. Mr. Roberts is
A Paris (Ky.) sow has adopted a a well-to-dofarmer, having no family
but his wife, and the girl, Carrie Robyoung puppy as a son.
A full-grown man was kidnapped erts, is employed aa a domestic in his

SABBATH BEADING.
A
k

wu

Biblical

a traitor

Alphabet.

hong by the hair—

II. Samuel, xrlli.»•
B was a folly built high In the alivOeneeia, xl., 9.
C waa a fountain o’erlooklne the sea—
I. Klnga, xviil.t 48—45.
D waa a muae buried under a tree—
^Oeneala,xxr., 8.
E waa a fl rat- born, bad from hla youth—

Hebrewa,xl., 16.
F waa a ruler who trembled at truth—
acta, xxlr., 9K.

G waa a meaaenger, aent with good worda—
Daoiel,lx.. SI,
H waa a mother loaned to the Lord—
I. Samuel, 1., 87- 28.
I waa a name receirAd of the Lord—
Oenaala, xxxii., SI— 88.
J waa a ahepherd In Arabian land—
Exodua, ill., 1.
K waa a place near the deaert of aand-

follow his foot to establish an institutionunder the name and
of a School for Delinquent Oiris, which
caught in a projecting root, and the style
means a Reform School.... Ad jonrnea until
next moment the log passed over his Monday evening.
body. Every bone in his body was House. —Bills were passed : To amend chapbroken, and he scarcely breathed when ter 245, relativeto offenses against property;to

Moody attempted to

his companion reached him. Moody’s
conduct in forcing his friend to leave
the dangerous position in which they
were placed, while he faced it with un-

provide for the asseeeraent and taxation of telegraph lines within the State; to amend the charter of the village of Benton Harbor; to amend
chapter 85, relating to the improvement of riverafor purposes of navigation;to prevent and
punish the sending of any explosive substance
to a person with intent to do grievous bodily
harm .... Adjourned at noon until Monday even-

flinching nerve, smacks of the heroic.

Raleigh (N.

C.)

News.

ing.
household. Mr. and Mrs. Kitchen
Monday, May 5.— Both bouses of the LegisMICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.
went to Hamilton to attend to some
lature reconvened at half-past 8 this evening,
business matter, leaving the house in
Tuesday,April 29.— Senate. —Joint rosolu pursuant to adjournment last Friday. No busicharge of the girl Roberts. Some hired
men were working the fields some dis- Gone were passed asking Congress to make an ness of a general characterwas transacted.
been divorced.
tance away from the house, but the girl appropriationto improve the harbor at the
Mrs.
James
H.
Rushing,
when
washALL SORTS.
Deuteronomy,1., 10.
was the only person at home. When mouth of the river Au Sable, in losoo county;
ing clothes at a lake near Palestine, Mr. Kitchen and his wife had been some also for au appropriationof condemnedcanL waa a pauper begRing hla broad—
non to aid in the constructionof the Saratog
Luke, xrl., 20-81.
A full-sized bumblebee is the newTex., fought a catamount that attacked
time gone, and the girl was engaged in monument
M waa an idol, an object of dread—
.DQls passed : To amend the law
her. When she Was almost overpowered attending to some duties up stairs, she relative to trespassing upon cranberrymarshes est lace pin.
Levl'lcua,xx., 2—8.
N waa an architectagea ago—
she drew itintothelakeand drowned the
A man to control a hone must learn
thought she heard a noise in a room be- to aid in the completionof the Qrandviileand
Geneaia, vl., 18—23.
Bloomer State road; appointinga special
ferocious brute.
O waa a rampartto keep out the foe—
low, and, coming to the top of the commissioner and appropriating three sec- to control himself.
II. Ohroniclea, xvii., S— 3.
Father Vinyard, a Catholic priest at stairway and looking down, she per- tions of swamp land
In eight yean Gloucester has lost 122
to amend
P waa an lale. whence a aaint looked above—
South Bend, Ind., is the latest victim of ceived a strange, ill-looking man en- the law relative to * the formation vessels and 924 men.
Revelationa,i„ 4—2.
Q waa a Christiansainted in love—
the dangerous habit of sleeping with gaged in ransacking a bureau-drawer in of corporationsto construct canals or
There are more mules in St. Louis
harbors; to authorize Boards of Supervisorsef
Homana, xrl., 24.
false teeth in the mouth. A gold plate the sitting room. . The girl knew that
R waa obacure, yet a mother of Kings—
countiesto appoint assistantprosecuting at- than in any other city in the world.
Matthew, 1., 5.
with teeth slipped part way down his there was a large amount of money torneys:
ivs; to provide
nrovidefor the safety of pei
persons
The aggregate number of railroad
8 waa a Danite. who did wonderfulthings—
throat, and, as surgeons are nnable to stowed away in a tin box, which box attending public assemblies : in relation to vaJudges, xiv.,5-8.
disasten in this country is steadily decancies
in
certain
State
and
county
offices;
to
remove them, he must die.
T waa a city that had a stronghold—
was concealed in this bureau. Besides amend the law relative to payment or salaries
II. Samnel, xxlr., 7.
the money, there was also a lot of of State offioers; to amend thejaw relative to
Burglars
broke
into
the
house
of
a
U waa a country productive of gold—
The Superintendentof the Ohio InJeremiah, x., 8.
New York man. They entered through jewelry, belonging to the fami- fishing with seines and ground or trap-nets in
small inland lakes and streams; to amend thi sane Asylum is accused of drunkenV waa a Queen whom a King set aside—
ly,
in
the
same
place.
The
a back basement window and went to
Eather, 1., 10— 2i.
law relative to the maintenance of illegitimate ness and opium eating.
the closet for silverware. A handsome brave girl’s resolve was instantly children; to authorize the Ladies’ libraryAssoZ was a place where a man wished to uide—
It is reported in Oalifomia papen
Genesis, xix., 1.
wedding cake attracted their attention, taken, and while the robber was en- ciation of Ralamasoo to hold property,real and
Read II. Timothy, ill., 15.
that
a Chinaman values his queue at
person
il,
to
any
amount
not
exceeding
130,000
and they took that, whereupon a parrot gaged in transferring the valuablesfrom
In addition to the value of its books.
$10,000 after it is cut off.
which was in the room, and which the the box to his pockets, he was astonAn Infidel Rebuked.
House — Bills were passed as follows: To
Paris contains but a fraction less
burglars had not observed, began to ished by the child suddenly springing
An infidel, boasting in a published scream. The burglars were so alarmed upon him like a tigress, fastening her more fully define the power and duties pf than 2,000,000 of inhabitants, and 200,prosecutingattorneys;making appropriations
letter that he had raised two acres of
000 less men than women.
that they fled from the place, leaving all hands in his hair, and endeavoring to
for the institutionsfor educating the deaf and
“Sunday corn,” which he had intended their tools behind.
wrench the box from his clutches. For dumb and blind for the years 1879 and 1880,
It is understood that a distinguished
to devote to the purchase of infidel
a moment he was almost dumbfounded, and other expenses,187,900;to reinoorporate bigamist in Illinois proposes to get marThere
is now living in Chesterfield
books, adds, “All the work done on it
the village of Marine City ; to change the name
county, Va., an old negro man about GO but he finally recovered himself, and of Fere Chene to Hume; relative to the admis- ried 1,000 times in 1,000 quarter hour!.
was done on Sunday, and it will yield
began
to
try
and
release
himself
from
A member of the Legislature of
some seventy bushels to the acre ; so I years of age, who, during the war, lost all the girl’s hold. But this he was unable sion of insurancecompanies of foreign governments into this Btats; to prevent the killing of Georgia intends to introduce a bill to
of his teeth by accident, and several
don’t see but that nature or Providence
to do, although he dragged the game elk in Huron county ; to prevent the catching
has smiled upon my ftynday work, years ago, to his amazement and won- and plucky maiden through a hallway and killing of fish in certain inland tax pistols and the ammunition thereder, and to the utter astonishment of all
waters; to prescribe the manner of for.
however the priests of the Bible may
into the dining-room.Still she held
say that work done on Sunday never who knew him, a complete set grew out on to him, clinging so closely that he selling leaseholdinteres's in lands on
The Providence Methodist Conferexecution; to amend the act providing
prospers. My corn tells another story.” again, and is pronounced to be au im- was unable to strike her and push her for the collection of tolls and for the care, ence, in session at Taunton, adopted a
To this the editor of an agaicultural provement upon the former set. This, as he would to release himself. With charge and operating of the tit Mary’s canal resolutioncondemning the holding of
paper replies : “If the author of this perhaps,is one of the most remarkable remarkablecoolness and presence of to amend the charter of the city of Grand camp-meetings on the Sabbath.
Rapids; to amend the law relating to proceedshallow nonsense had read the Bible freaks of nature on recoM.
mind, when this strange pair had ings against debtors by attachment; to repeal A clergyman lately remarked to his
The
Madison
(Wis.)
Journal
tells
of
half as much as he had the works of
reached the dining-room, the girl re- ho law conferring certainpowers upon the congregation that, notwithstanding the
its opponents, he would have known a young man of Mazomanie who was so
membered that there was a revolver on Board of County Auditorsof Waynn county; to hard times and the general reduction of
that the Great Ruler of the universe objectionableto the father of the girl top of the clock. For a moment she authorizethe Board of Control of Btate Swamp wages, the wages of sin had not been
Lands to make an appropriationof State swamp
does not always square up his accounts that the father kicked him out in the let go her hold upon the tramp, and, lands in the constructionof the Thunder Bay reduced one iota.
with mankind in the month of Oc- road. Later in the day the Mazomanie getting upon a chair, she succeeded in branch of the Alpena and Duncan City
They oro discussing the question in
youth found the cruel parent at work in
State road; making an zppropi
appropriation for
tober.”
finding the weapon, and coriimenced
a chapel, new cottige or wing, with additional New York as to the right of Aldermen
a tanyard. He walked boldly in, adblazing away without ceremony. The dormitory accommodations, and repairs
Randolph'n View of the Bible.
to the title of “Hon.” which they are in
dressed the tanners, stating the facts in
first shot caught the robber in the hand, improvements for the State Reform School, of the habit of wearing. It seems to be
Conspicuous in John Randolph’s li- the case, and pitched at the old man.
and he dropped the treasure that he 121,700;to anthorizethe Board of Control of regarded as a case of lucus a non lubrary was a family Bible. Surrounding After a terrible scuffle the cruel parent
State Swamp Lands to make an appropriationof
still held. He then commenced to beat
lands to aid in the construction of the Ooqueoo cendo.
it were many books, some for and others begged to be let up. “Will you take
a retreat, the girl still firing at him. branch of the Dnncan City and Alpena road;
against its truthfulness as an inspired me for a son-in-law, then, dog-rot you? ”
What is supposed to be the largets
Finally, he got into the yard, scaled the for the completion of the Alpena and Long Lpke
revelation. One day Mr. Randolph had inquired the youth. “Yes,” said the old
road
.Joint resolutions passed : Asking Con- tree in the Southern States is a tulipgarden fence, and got away. From the
s clergyman as his guest, and the family man, and the same evening the iiero
gress to make an appropriationto improve the bearing poplar near Augusta, Ga.,whioh
dining-roomto the fence, where he harbor at the mouth of the River An Sable; to
Bible became a topic of conversation. led forth his bride.
is 155 feet high and 9 feet in diameter,
climbed into the road, he left amend section 1, article 9. of the constitution,
The eccentrio orator said
its lowest branches being 55 feet from
The MiddletownCN. Y.) Argus tells bloody marks, showing that he was relative to the Governor s salary. The pro“I was raised by a pious mother (God
the ground.
posed amendment fixes it at 83, (XX) per annum
of a peculiar tramp who sought shelter pretty badly wounded.
bless her memory I), who taught me the
it is now 81,000.
A CONSCIENCE-STRICKENpilgrim to

woman in Dayton, Ohio. He was
an inmate of an insane asylum, however, and she got him by pretending
that she was his wife, whereas she had
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Christian religion in all its requirements.

in the lock-up of that village the other

Wednesday, April 30.— Senate.—Bills were Mount Vernon has sent $1 to the saperevening. He said his name was Merritt
How Peace Was Preserved.
grew up an infidel— if not an
passed: To revise the laws providingfor the intendent for a cane which he out on
Ruddy, that he belonged to the shores
“Hold mol I’m a strong man! Hold incorporation of railroads; to preventhunting
infidel complete, yet a decided deist.
the estate and did not pay for, saying it
of Lake Erie, and that he was tramping
mo!
I’ll do some one mischief!” ex- for game with firearms, doge, or otherwise, on
“But when I became a man, in this as
was the meanest thing he had done in
through the country in search of five
claimed an excited Irishman, on the any uninc'osedmarsh lands of another on the
well as in politicaland all other matters,
five years.
different men who owed him each $1,000.
borders
of
Lake
Erie
without
the
consent
of
the
I resolved to examine for myself, and He was a very devout tramp ; just be- borders of a scrimmage. “Let him
owner or lessee of such lands; to amend secThe New York Herald has been innever to pin my faith to any other man’s fore retiring for the night praying for alone ! He won’t hurt any one 1” shout- tions 1 and 5 of act No. 231 of the laws of 1875;
vestigatingthe disposition of the fesleeve. Bo I bought that Bible ; I pored those persons who refused to give him ed a knowing bystander— and he didn’t. to prevent the sale or delivery of intoxicating
male children of New York Chinese.
44 Mr. Macready.” said an actress to the
liquors, wine, or boer to minors and drunken
over it ; I examined it carefully.
shelter and food, and supplicating the
The suspicion obtains that they are
people
and
to
habitnal
drunkards,
and
to
protragedian,
who
was
noted
in
his
playing
“I sought and procured those books
Lord to forgive their hard-heartedness,
vide a remedy against persons selling liquor to put out of the way, as they are in the
for
the
rough
way
he
treated
women,
for and against it; and when my labors
hnstands or children in certain cases, and to
and in the morning offered a prayer
and who excused himself by the plea of add one now section thereto to etaud as sec- mother country.
were ended I came to this irresistible
that the people with whom he might be
An inquiry into the depressionof
excitement— “ Mr. Macready, my head tion 6.
conclusion : The Bible is true. It would
thrown in contact during the day would
commerce
and agriculture in England
House.—
fi
lls
were
passed:
To
amend
the
is
full
of
pins,
and,
if
you
clutch
my
have been as easy for a mole to have
open their hearts to his worthy enhair, you’ll get scratched.” He didn’t charter of the city of Ann Arbor; to authorize having been suggested by the British
written Sir Isaac Newton’s treatise on
treaties.
clutch that night. A Paris paper also certain persons to enter upon lands being House of Lords, Lord Beaconsfleldac4 Optics’ as for uninspired men to have
Two
young
men
went
into the woods tells a story of how a fiery man was mined for coal and to enter the mines thereon knowledgedthat the depression of the
written the Bible.”
and make an examinationand survey, and to pro- agricultural interestswas unprecedentnear Aurora, 111., to play a game of curbed
porvideforthe collectionof damages off certain per•cards.
As
they
were
rival
lovers
and
had
The other evening, at a convivial sons, corporations or companies for obetrncting ed.
CoadeBcenBionof Christ.
not previouslyspoken to each other for gathering,where all the guests did not or not permitting such an examinationand surMr. Cornelius Walford, one of the
In the plenitude of His grace, the Remonths, it waa conjectured the girl in happen to be of the same political vey as provided for in this act; to provide for best living authorities on the subject of
deemer stands knocking at our door,
dispute was the stake that they played opinions, as they sat down to dinner, one the appeal and final disposition of certain civil insurance in all its forms, has recently
making choice of our sinful hearts as
cases brought in Justices’ Courts; to amend
for. The winner, however, was not said to the company
chapter22, relativeto the incorporationof advocated the formation of a company
the banqueting hall in which He will
cities;declaringoffices vacant in case the in- in England to insure against blindness,
44 Gentlemen, I should, before we bepreside and feast with us. That he
gin dinner, make a little explanationof enmbont is convicted of being drunk or intoxi- and the subject seems to meet with fashould propose to “ sup with ns,” seems
cated, and to provide for the filling of snch
rivalry by one of my peculiarities.It sometimes
vacancies; to change the names of certain vor.
even more wonderful than that we should
chance had a not less-sad result in happens that, when I have a little wine streets in Daglisho’sdivisionof Portsmouth,
There are about 2,000,000sheep in
be invited to “ sup with him.” That He
Texas. The two suitors were convinced on board, I take it into my head to gibe now a part of Bay City, and making an appro- Colorado, worth about $2.25 apiece, or
should so condescend to share our poor
that the young woman would accept people who aro not of my way of think- priation of 815’500 for completing and fur- in all $4,500,000. The last year's wool
provision, our imperfect sorrows for the
nishing the Normal School bailding and for
either if the other would let her alone, ing in politics.
clip from these sheep was about 5,000,mprovingthe grounds.
past, our faint aspirationsafter higher
and they agreed to throw dice to decide
1 assure you that I mean nothing
Thursday, May 1.— Senate.— Bills passed: 000 pounds, worth $875,500, and, bethings, our faltering prayers and promwhich should give her up. The loser serious by such an action, and that, if I
To amend the law requiring Supervisors, di- sides the wool, there were 500,000 lambs
ises, onr poor and sin-stainedservices,
honestly endeavored to keep the com- should appear to be rude, you will make
rectors and overseersto make certainannual raised, worth about $750,000.
so as to find joy and complacency in
pact, but the woman refused to be dis- a little allowance, and not lay it to my reports to County Superintendentsof the Poor;
The Yellow-Fever Relief Committee,
these, this is a measure of grace, the
posed of in that way, and wrote to him account.”
to amend the law providing for the incorporaof Columbus, Ohio, which has funds
riches of which surpass all our compretion of railroad companies; to preventobstructhat she would marry no one else, and
As he seated himself, another guest,
amounting to $995 left over from the
hension. And, for Him who so “ overwould not even see the winner. The a man seven feet high, and with a hand tion of navigablestreams; to amend the law
for local subscriptions for the Southern
regulating tolls on plank roads: to provide foi
cometh the deadly fascinationof sin
latter would not believe that his com like ajambon de Cincinnati, arose and compilation, printing and distribution of laws
sufferers last year, haKdeoided to devote
and Satan as to embrace the divine ofpetitor had tried to retire from the con- said as courteously :
in regard to establishingwater courses and
the money to the relief of the needy colfer, what dignity, what glory in the
locating ditchesand drains by Drain Commistest, aud so murdered him.
44 Gentlemen, I, too, should make a
promise, 44 he shall sit with Me in my
sioners : to amend the law relative to taxation of ored emigrants from the South.
John Boone, an employe of Gebhart's little explanationof one of my peculiari- the business of manufacturingand sellingspiritthrone 1” What felicity can be more
Howdy this morning? ” says an acexalted than that assigned to the once flourmills, in Dayton, Ohio, was caught ties. It sometimeshappens that, when nous and intoxicatingmalt, brewed or fermented quaintance to a fat oitizen, who is blowliquors; to amend the law providing agatost the
“ wretched and miserable and poor and in the shafting of the machinery. His I have a little wine on board, and some recovery of damages done by beasts on lands ing and steaming with great speed
blind and naked,” the deeply erring, but clothes became wrapped about the one begins to gibe me for my way of which are not inclosed by a lawful fence.
along the sidewalk. “Trainingfor a
shafting so tightly that when he dis- thinking in politics,I take it into my Joint resolntions passed : To amend section 14 walk?” “No,” pufls the fat citizen,
now believingand contrite soul?
Rev. J. W.
,
covered the fact ho could not extricate head to wring his neck or pitch him out of article4 of the constitution, relativeto the turning his bulging eyes neither to
legislativedepartment,which proposes to allow
himself. He is a man weighing 200 of a second-storywindow.
the Governor to approve parts of bills and ob- the right nor left : “ I’m walking for a
The Tiger In the Soul.
1 assure you that I mean nothing ject to other portions; to amend section 12 of
pounds and of great strength.Throwtrain.”
A gentleman in India once raised a ing one arm around a beam near at Serious by such an action, and that, if I article6 of the constitution,relative to appointThe strange announcement i» made
tiger cub. His kindness seemed to hand, he endeavored to pull the shafting should appear to be rude, you will make ment of Clerk of the Supreme Court by the
court; proposingan amendment to section 1, that “ the Czar is haunted by a perpeteradicatethe ferocity of its nature, and out of gear or tear himself from it. He a little allowance, and not lay it to my article9, of the constitution, relativeto the
ual fear almost amounting to a morbid
it grew np as a pet. One day its owner, succeeded in springing it from the account.”
salary of the Governor.
apprehension of being one day assassibeing alone with it in his library, ca- sockets, but, on slacking up, it sprung
Not a word of politics was spoken at
House.— The following bills were passed:
nated.” A man who has pranced to the
ressed it, and gave it his hand to lick. back. Boone held
Id the shafting in this table that evening,and all went merry To provide for the establishment and mainmusic of pattering bullets as steadily
The rongh tongue of the animal grazed position for fully fifteen minutes,when, aa a marriage bell.
tenanceof abroad street or boulevard sbont
as he has for over a quarter century
the
limitsof
the
city
of
Detroit;
to
amendthe
law
his skin and gave it its first taste for obliged to give up from exhaiution, he
relative to plank roads; to anthorize the city of may be excused for feeling a little unblood. Then its ferocious nature awoke. was drawn upon the shaft, his clothes,
An Heroic Mountaineer.
Detroit to establishand regulate a park; to easy.
Fury gleamed from its eyes, and, crouch- fortunately,giving away. They were
Ben Moody, a mountaineer,living provide for the adjustment and payment of
As a man was passing a house in
ing, it made ready to spring upon its tom completely from his body. He near Blowing Rock, in Watauga county, the indebtednessof the late Union School,
No.
1,
of
the
township
of
Aloena;
relamaster. Fortunately, the gentleman succeeded in getting to a lower floor of met with a terrible death while engaged
to docket entries of Justicesof
had a loaded pistol on his table, and the building, where he fell from sheer in log-rolling.Log-rollings are often tive
the Peace, Police Justices and other offisaved his life by shooting his former exhaustion,and was discovered shortly attended with accidents,usually of a oers exorcising the jurisdictionof Justices
pet
after by those who had he^rd his cries. fatal character, owing to the fact that of the Peace in criminal cases; to amend the his head. The child leu to the paveHuman nature is fallen and the pro- He was placed under medical care, and often the logs have to be rolled down law relative to courts held by Justices of the ment and was badlv bruised, though not
Peace; to authorize county Boards of Superpensity to sin is lurking in every hu- his condition at present is regarded as steep declivities. This process is called visors to transcribe and re-map torn and mu- seriously hurt, and the man, except being half scared to death, was not much
man soul. It may appear at times to be critical
training, and requires both strength and tilated city and village plats; to roonire orders
injured.
drawn
by
the
Commissioner
of
Highwsys
to
dead, or dormant, or not to exist, but
hImII. It was while Ben Moody and Bob
be audited by the. Township Board; to amend
A well-dressed young man and a
in the moment of temptation, unless
Dutton’s Head.
Greenware training a log that the form- the law for the regulationand management
the grace of God interpose, it will
young
woman richly attired have been
At Yale, long ago, was a student named er met hib death. They hod rolled the of asylums for the insane; to provide a penspring into life, and woe be to the sonl Dutton, who was bald. One day, at log some distance down the mountain alty for the abuse of legal processand proceed- doing some of the principal interior
in which the evil nature is not kept recitation, another student bnrst out toward the heap, but when they had ings; to amend the law relating to offenses towns of Pennsylvania. They repreagainst property; to amend the law relative to
down by the almighty hand of God. A laughing. The tutor asked what waa reached the steepestpart in the route courts held ny Justices of the Peace. . .A joint sent themselves ss a runaway match,
new heart and constant divine restraint the matter. The student made an ef- both men discoveredthat they were nn- resolution was passed authorizing the Adjutant give the names of prominent Pittsburgh
is the only hope.
fort to be quiet, but soon there was an- able to manage it, and determined to General to oomgile^nd ^publisl^in wie report lawyers as friends, and under the prethe eervioee
tense that they want money to reach
other explosion. The tutor then in- turn it loose. Moody placed his spike war for the aapprenion of the Rebellion.
“Ego-eating matches” have been in- sisted on knowing the cause. The near the center of the log and told his The special order fixing the 24th of May** the home and be forgiven have raised considerable funds. The richly-attired
troduced in the New England States student said, “A fly kept faying to light companion to leap for his life, and that day for final adjournment was tabled.
At Fall River, Mass., several days ago, on Dutton's head, and he slid off every he would follow. Green jnmped and Friday, May 2.-8enatx.—The Senate wu .young lady is a beardless youth, and the
two men ate a dozen eggs each placed time.”— Journal of Education.
cleared the track of the log, but when in seeeioo about one hour, and passed the bill well-dressed young man a swindler.
But

alas

!
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Saturday, May 10. 1879.
DESOBATXON BAY IN THE SOUTH.
DecorationDay in

the South,

says: “His-

LEDEBOER,

f

JVow

M. D.

‘T believe it to be all wrong and even
wicked for clergymen or other public men
what was seen beyond Mason and Dixon's to be led into giving testlmoniala to quack
line on Saturday. It was “Decoration doctors or vile stuff called medicines, but
Day” in the South. At Columbus, at Ma- when a really meritoriousarticle is made
up of conitnun valuable remedies known
con and at other points there were cereto all, and that all physicians use and trust
monies on an unusual scale and of pecu- in daily, we should freely commend it.
liar solemnity.At Atlanta, where six I therefore cheeHully and heartily comthousand ConfederateSoldiers Me buried mend Hop Bitters for the good they have
done me and my friends, firmly believing
together, there was an imposing procesthey have no equal for family use. I will
sion, and it was headed by the band of the uot be without them.”
R«v.
, Washington, D. C.
Fifth United States Artillery. There and
tory has no parallel that we can recall for

_

t

1

-WICKED FOB OLEB&YKEN,
F. 8.

The N. Y. Bit. Bat, speakingabout the

*

GEEENBACKS
AT^ART
: .-

I hereby Inform the public In general
and my patients in particular that 1 have
removed my office from Uie drug store of
J. 0. Doesburg to my residence,on Eighth
street, near the Chicago & West JIlchTcun
R. R. track.

gem

-

tacle.

The Wars

„

of the Roses, wore dy-

,\0. VAN

Holland, May

SCilELVEN, Sec'y.

;

H-AJRJRUT O-TOIN"

j-

*

1° the mo8t beautiful shades and colors, with the buttons to match the goods.

,

These Goods must be seen to be appreciated, and are offered so cheap that they are
within the reach of

anybody.

Sheeting bleached and unbleached. Calicoes

», 1879.

of

,

BROCADE
DRESS
GOODS,
,

^(hjfrtijsrmcats.

Proposals.

nastic strugglesmerely. They involved

»

r-

A Handsome variety of

O

'

;

.

C BALED

blbod.

-

CHEAP CASH STORE

doing honor to the brave

proposals will be received bythennderwere right and sealed their faith with their
rigned, anill Saturday.May 17. P/.9, for the
JUildiag
of
foundationwalls for the hall of the
.j
HoUand Lyceum. Plans and speciflcaUona can be
We have said history suggests no paral- seen at the hardwarestore of J. It. Kleyn, on and
after Monday next.
lel for this touching and impressive specBy order of the Board of Directors,

-

the time to buy your Clothing cheaper than
ever before offered in the State of Michigan.
AT THE

--

men who have
passed away— the brave men who whether
they were right or wrong thought they

--

is

elsewhereUnion citizensand even Union
soldiersjoined the people of the South in

-

in

.

endless variety from the Cheapest

to

the Best

no importantnational principle.The Jacobite attempts to efijecta second restoration of the Stuarts partook of the

Wo More

Liquor

!

FRENCH

!

civij

finest

and cheapest in the Market.

same

character, although in this case religious Mrs M. P, visser. having quit the liquor traffic,
has opeued In its place a complete
antagonism added bitternessto the strife.

These are the two great precedents

COLOGNE. — The

of great

contention among the Anglo-Saxon

race. But we find, as following those
memorable passages of history, no instance of «o speedy a restoration of fra-

FEED STORE,

A NOVELTY— A kid glove
like new. Come

She has and constantly keeps on hand Ear Corn,
Shelled Corn, Bran. Meal, Oats, Potatoes,
and a completestock of

action that took place on Saturday by the

tombs of the Confederatedead. The old

And pays cash

for all

few minutes you can make your kid glove look

and examine our celebrated Badger State Shawls.

stock of B(>ots and Shoes will be sacrificed to

make room. Our Grocery line

is

always full and complete.

country produce, at

and rankled for genet aCorner Eighth and River 'Sts
tiops. Although the white rose and the
red were mingled on the brows of Henry
Holland, Mich.,

a

Grain Bags-American A’s and Stark A’s-very cheap.

GROCERIES, A W6

ternal feeling as was implied by the united

cleaner. In

bitterness lived

VII and “fair Elizabeth,” his “beauteous

,

13-2w

bride,” the ancient hatred of the houses of

Just received at the Drug Store of

Improvo^p

Dr.LA.Scliouten,

Order of Publication.

York acd Lancasterlived on, and the ani- QTATE OP MICHIGAN, Ottawa County, JudiO cial Circuitlu Chancery.
mosities between those of Stuart and
CARRIE WOODWARD,
Brunswick find even to this day frequent
Complainant.

A

full

STONF

and complete assortmentof

Manufacturedby the

INDIA RUBBER GOODS,

Waterloo Yeast Company.

vt.

implacable expression.

Eighteen Years Before the Public.

Such as Syringes of every size and description;
Nursing Tabes and bottles, the latest and most
Defendant,
j
Yet within half a generationwe have
beautiful Inventions. Nipple Shields, Atomizers,
Suit pendingIn the Circuit Court for the County
lived to see what was seen close to Look- of Ottawa in Chancery,at the citv of Grand Ha- etc. The stock is too numerousto mention In
detail.
Ready : or service.
Open i#r Dress.
out Mountain on Saturday. If Americans, ven on the 2Jrd day of April,A. D'. 1879.
In this cause it appearingfrom affidavit on file,
whether at the North or South, are wise that t io defendant,Arthur Woodward, is not a residem of this State, but resides iu the State oi
they will draw from this contrast a pro- Ohio, on motion ol Akelev «fc Karr, complainant’s They are sold at about half the price of former
WARRANTED BEST AND CHEAPEST
years. The improvements in this line of goods
foundly valuable lessou of lastingamity solicitors,it is ordered that the said defendant, will astonish you, if you see them.
Aithur Woodward, cause his appearanceto be enR. A. 8CHOUTEN, M. D.
and mutual forbearance. If the men in tered herein, within three months Inm the date of
Save 50 per cent, by grinding feed.
this order, and in case of his appearancethat he • Holland, April 25,
ll-4w
Congress and the voters who sent there cause his answer to the complainant’s bill of comA SMALL CUSTOM MILL IN EVERY TILLAGE
them will consider this spectacle at Atlan- plaint to be filed, and a cony thereof to be served
on said complainant’ssolicitors,within twenty
Sale.
AND TOWN.
ta in the right spirit its outcome will be of days after serviceon him of a copy of said bill and
FACTORIES & WHOLESALE DEPOTS:
STATE OF MICHIGAN:
no,tJCvMfvthi,,ordur:
““d
that
in
default
thereof,
WHAT
THEY
SAY OF THEM.
unspeakable profit to the happinessand said bill bu taken aa confessed by the said nonTne Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa—
Waterloo, N. Y. 9 Wabash Ave.,Chi.Ill.
„
Fnl1"' Iowa. March. 1877.
prosperity of the republic. For it teaches resident defendant And it is inrther ordered, In Chancery. |
48 Hudson St. N. Y., 159 River 8t. CleveS-JO clean profit daily with our 2f) inch mill. Only
that within twenty days the said curaidainant CALVIN D.
)
4-horse
j. \v. STOWE.
land, 0„ Detroit, Mich., St. Louis, Mo.,
with unsurpassableeloquence the worth cause a noUce of this order to be published in the
Complainant,
Peoria, III., Toronto, Ontario.
City Grain Elevator, Dayton.O., Dec. 14, *69.
of that lofty blending of appreciation and Holland City News, a newspaper printed, published and circulating In said county, and that James Mowry and Amelia
Jour 20-inch mill "beats" our 4 foot stone on
tolerance,that “malice toward none and such publication be continued therein at least Mowry, Drfts. In supplemental|
citherwheat, meal or feed. J. DURST, Prop.
Please give this Yeast a fair trial, and when you
once in each week, lor »\z weeks iu succession, or bill with Edwin 1 buyer as to
charity toward all,” which has shone that they cause a copy of this order to be person- whom said bill has been dls- )
Danville, R. R. Elcv. Chicago. Jan. 25. 1877. call on your grocer to buy, see that what he sells
to
you it* fresh, and call hU attentionto the fact
w e average a ton of meal per hour on our 24-lnch
through the lives of the bravest soldiers ally served on said non-iesideutdefendant,at missed and also defendants with
that we warrant every package, and If he haa any
least twenty days before the time above prescribed said Thayer and said complainstene. Has run four years. Very satisfactory.
and truest martyrs of the nation, and in for his appearance.
EDWARDS Jfc CO. that Is stale or old on iTaud we wlT. cxchange anJ
ant exhibited against them and
DAN J. ARNOLD, ClraiitJudge.
said Thayer and said complainChampaign.
111., March 6th, 1876.
d he perpetuation of which its best hopes
Akbi.kt A Faur, Complainant's Solicitors.
ant by William Manwuring as
60 bushels per hour on a 30-lnoh mill, an “Old
[A True
i2_7w
complainant,
Miller ’
F. B. SACKETT,
are bound up in the future.
Defendants.)
Millerfor T. Doty & Co. iCAlfta
In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of said
Sale.
THE BULWABB: OF LIBERTY.
. BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS!
VTOTICE U hureby giveu that 'default ha?, been Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa,in Chan- J. C. RICHARDS, & CO., Chicago, 111.
1 1 made In the condition* of a certain raonnaue cery, made in the above entitled cause, on the
and see that the two heads are on each package
BUILDERS OF
The late Mr. Fesseudeu was one of the made and executed by Ira A. Uviugstonand twenty-seventhday of September, A. I). 1879,
Certain unprincipled partieshave tried to deceive
Thoma* Knowles of Ottawa County, Michigan, of Notice is hereby given that on the Seventeenth
ablest and strongestmen of the Repub- the firstpart, to James Charles, late of Kent Coun- day of June, A. D. 1879, at one o’clock, in Grain Elevators, Steam Engines, Corn the public by using a trade mark similar to our
own, but be not deceived, and see that your Yeast
Shellers,&c.
blican party in its earliest and better days. ty, Michigan,now deceased, of the second part, the afternoon, at the front door of the Court House,
is genuine and the words “TWIN BROHERS ’’
bearing date the alxteenth day of July, A. D. 1874, In the city of Grand Haven, In said County. I, the
are on every package.
26-ly
In the great debate in the Senate upon and received for record in the office of the Register subscriber,a Circuit Court Commissioner.In and
The Twin Brothers’ is the only Yeast’ that has
of Deeds ^f Uttawa County, Michigan, on the
stood the teat of years, and has a
John Bherpiau’s amendmeut to the army tweuti -fifth day of tebruary, A. D. 1874, at elgi t for said County, will sell, at public auction, to the
highest bidder, the lands and premises described
MORTGAGE SALE.
WIDE REPUTATION!
bill of 1850, providingthat no part of the o’clock In the forenoon and there recorded In liner In said decree, all of the n-rth-east quarter of the rvEFAULT having been made in the connumber 3 of mortgageson page 28. That Olive u. north-west quarter of section nineteen,and the
Fftlr at Vienna It received
army should he used to enforce tba enact- Hubbard, formerly Olive O. Charles, and widow of north h^lf of the west half of the north-west qttar LJ ditlonsofn certain mortgage, beannir date .KAtnth.5
the 29th day of May. A. D. 1872, executed bv'Galen me Gold Medal and honorable mention from the
ments of the Border Ruffian Legislature in aid James Charles, deceased, Is now the holder ter of section nineteen, all In township number Eastman, of the City of Grand Haven, ‘Ottawa Commmittee. At Philadelphiaa Medal and
and owiorof said mortgage. It having been turned six north, of range number thirteen west, said
County, and state of Michigan, to Walter Wright, Diploma.
Kansas until Congress had passed upon over to her by the Judge of Probate of Kent Coun- land lying and being in the County of Ottawa and of the City of Chicago,County of Cook, and State
ty, Michigan, under the provisions of chapter 156 State of Michigan,
of Illinois, atd recorded in the office of the RegThe Twin Brothers inbtructtheir dealers
their validity, Mr. Fessendendeclared of the Compiled Laws of the Slate of Michigan
Dated, April 28th, A. D. 1879.
ister of Deeds, for the Connty of Ottawa. In the
to
return tbeir Yenal Cakes at tbeir exof
1871,
said
James
Charles
leaving
no
children,
AREND VIS8CHER.
with his wonted force the principle which
State of Michigan, on the first clay of June. A. D.
and the residue of his personalestate Including Circuit Court Commissionerin and for Ottawa 1872. lu Liber X of mortgages, on page 4u2, which pense when thev get too old.
should govern the question. “Does not said mortgage, not exceedingthe suat of one thou*
said mortgage was for a va'uableconsideration,
sand dollars, as appears by the recon*.fllei and
Geo. H. White, Comj)lainant'sSolicitor.
duly assigned by Thomas Lyman and Lewis I).
Wholesale Agents lor tbi* Region :
the gentleman from Virginia know well,”
Inventories relatli^ to said estate In the office of
Webster,executors of the estate of the said Walsaid he, “that in the English parliament the said Judge of Probate. That on raid mortgage
ter Wright, deceased, to Oliver A. Whitney,on the
A Large Stock of
and the note accompanyingthe same there is
eighteenth day of February, A. D. 1879, which said
from the earliest times, not only have ap- claimed to he due for pnnclpa’ and interest,at
assignmentwas duly recorded In the said office of
this date, the sum of two hundred and fifty-nine
propriationand revenue bills gone to- dollare
HegDter of Deeds for said County of Ottawa, on
ai.d seventy-two
cents, and also the sum of
the 19th day of February, 1879. in Liber 13 of
RAPIDS, MICH.
getber but in cases without number it has fifty dollars, the attorneyfee providedfor in said
Mortgages, on page 80, by thenon-pavmcnt of
mortgage iu case of foreclosure. That no suit or
money
due
thereon
as
provided
by
the
terms
of
the
been the ^ habit of that parliament proceeding at law or In equity has been instituted
same, and on which mortgage there Is claimed to
Etc.,
FOR SHE,
to check the power of the Crown by lor the recovery of said debt or any portion therehe dne at the date of this notice, the sum of fonr
of. That by vlrtne of the power ol sale In said
12 5w
hundred and fifty-twodollars,($452) with Interest
Just
Received
at
annexing conditions to tbeir appro- mortgagecontained and the statute in such case
thereon, at the rate of ten per cent,
made and provided said mor gage will lie foreper annum from this date, together with
priadon of money?. Does he not know closed by a sale of the laud describedtherein to
H. MEYER & CO.
IS YOUR TIME TO GO TO
an attorney fee of ton dollar*,therein provided,
that the only mode in which our an- satisfysaid mortgagedebt and interestthereon at
and no suit or proceeding at law having been inthe rate of seven per cent, per annum, and said atstitutedto iccover the amount now remaining secestorsof Massachusetts checked the pow- torney fee and costs of sale, at public auction or
cured by said mortgage or any part thereof.Now,
Wsrs/brs,by virtue of the power of sale contained
er of their royal governorswas by grantiwj vendue to the highest bidder on Taeaday, the
“No one can he hick when the stom- iu said mortgage, and the statute in such cases
money only on eonditicnlThe power of Twenty-ninth day of July, AJ>. 1879,
ach. blood, liver, and kidneys are made and provided, notice Is hereby given that on
On
Morning next,
at ten-o’clockIn the forenoon, at the front door of
healthy, and Hop Bitters keep them so.”
supply and the power of annexing condi* the Circuit Court house in the City of Grand HaTuesday, the let day of July, 1879, And see the finest openingol Spring and Summer
ven. n the County of Ottawa and State of Michi“The greatestnourishing tonic, apat 1 o’clock in the afternoonof that day, at the
Goods; among them the finest line of Shawls
tions to supply have always gone togeth- gan, that being the place of holding the Circuit
front door of the Court House. In the City of Grand
ever brought to this city.
petizer, strengthenerand curative on
Court
for said County. Said premises are described
Haven, Connty of Uttawa. and State of Michigan,
er in parliamentary history; and their
earth,— Hop Billers.”
In said mortgage as all that certain piece or parcel
(that being the place where the CircuitCourt for the
beautifjil assortment of tablejoint exercise has never been denounced of land itnaie, lying and being In Ottawa County
“It is impossible to remain long sick
County of Ottawa la holden), there will be sold at
and State of Michiganand described aa the southpublic vendue, to the blgheat bidder, the lands and
or out of health, where Hop Bittersare
cloths, table-linen, toiveling, etc.
as a cause of revolution, or calling for re- west quarter of tne northeastquarter of section
premiaes situateIn the County of Ottawa and State
used.”
volution,or tending to produce revolution six (6), town seven t7) north, of range foarteen (J4)
of Michigan,described in said mortgage, or so
west, containing forty (40) acres,be the same more
“Why tit* Hop Bitiers cure so much?” much thereof as may be necessaryto satisfy the
or
less.
Also
all
that
portion
of
the
north
part
of
in any shape or form whatever. It is a
“Because they give good digestion, rich amount due on said mortgage aa above specified,
CatartM! th priwipal Colon,
the southeast quarter of the northeast quarter as
wlih interestthereon at ten per cent., and all legal
potter essentialto the preurvatiouour maybe contained within the limits described a»
blood, and healthy action of ull the
costs, together with an attorney fee of ten dollnrs, A completeline of New Dress Goods, Blaclt Silks ;
organs.”
follows: commencingat the nonhwestcorner of
liberties
as nmvlded for therein;said premises being dea full line of Alpaccas, endless variety of cali-j |
the sooth aet quarter of the northeastquarter of
“No mntter what your feelings or scribed aa follows, to-wit: The northwest fracThis is as true In 187» as It was in 1858, said section six (8), thence east along the north
coe-, ginghams,joconets, lawns, etc.
aliment is, Hop Bitters will do you tional qa*rter, also the east half of the southwest
line
of
said
southeast
quarter
or
northeast
The principle which Mr. Fessenden so
quarter of section twenty-nine (»). In township
Hosiery from the cheapest sock to finest
good.”
quarter to the Grand Haven or River road; thence
eight (8). north of range sixteen (IA) west, containpowerfully expressed Is the principle to sootheasterly along the center line of said road
“Remember, Hop Bitters never does ing 23665-100acres, more or less, according to Gov- Lyal thread stockings.•'
twelve
(11) rods;• lueuce
thence wesi
west parallel
with the
the
L i.'
paranei witn
ernment snrvey;exceptingthe northeastquarter
which Congress ought to adhere without north
harm, hut good, always and continually.
Hue of said southeastquarter of northHoe
of the southwesi quart, r of said section, hereto- A complete assortment* of bed ticking,
east
quarter
to
the
west
line
of
said
southeast
quar“Purify the blood, cleanse (be stomflinpbing. The power of the people’s
fore released from said mortgage by the original
ter
ol northeast
quarter;thence north
.....
— . ........
• along ach and sweeten the breath with Hop mortgsgee, and will not be sold.
sheeting, quiltingcalicoes,live g«eso
representativesto Appropriation is an said west line to the place of beginning, being two
Bitters.”
Gran . Haven. March 18. 1879,
leathers,etc,, etc.
acres more or less, accordingto the United States
OLIVER A. WHITNEY, Aesignte <f Mortgage.
indispensable bulwark of liberty
Y. snrvey— together with the tenements,heredita“Quiet nerves and balmy sleep iu
Lowing A Cross, Attorneys for Atsignee. 8 l8\v A full line of Boots. Shots, Slippers, Ladles Gaiments and appurtenancesthereuntobelonging or
Hop Bitters.”

ARTHUR WOODWARD,

CALL AND SEE THEM.

1979.

SR3ST and

FEED MILLS

Farmers and Stock Men

Chancery

i W"
power.

BARRELL.

ts.

\

'

|

•

Copy.]

talks.

Mortgage

WORLD

wte,

County.

&

Fox, Shields

Carpets, Matting,

Co.,

GRAND

EM

Door Mats*

ll-8w

SEOCEUEEPlm

NOW

PROVERBS.

& A. Steketee

P.

Monday

A

V

’

... ^

..

iP

Hun. [What was consideredgood Republican doctrine lb 1857, ought to be so yet,

X

and it is, really; only the shoe is on the
other loot.— Ed.]

v

,,tu‘ted:

OLIVE 0 HUBBARD.

„ holder and owner of said mortgage
Clark H. Glxason,
Atlornsy for owner qf Mortgage. H-Uw

“No health with inactiveliver and
urinary organs without Hop Bitters.”

ters,
.

J^QENTS WANTED

Try Hop Cough Cure and Pain BelUf.
For Sale |)V J- 0. Doesbjrg.

fo&r

GREAT WORE,

SALT BY THE POUND OR BARREL.

Additional focal.
Tug

finest

g

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

5 cent cigar in the market,

and the most fragrant 10 cent cigar can be
found at the store of

13-3*
Just

received

“CARE”
a

WIERSEMA.

barrel

of New York1

- of

at the grocery gtore

‘3-2*

Co-sumoiion,
Catarrh,

G.A.K0XI5G.

,

Asthma,

'

fframhitis,

UmsfXwlun.

.

Mfryo0t*rrs\

fete

The advertiser,having been permanently cared
of that dread disease, Consumption, by a simple
remedy.In anxiousto make known to hla fellowsuffererethe moana of cure. To all who deelre it,
he will send copy of the prescription used, (free
of charge,) with ibu directions foi preparing and
using the eame, which thev will and a euro cura
nCo!*<nm?t,un‘A*»hma, Bronchitis, Ac.
t*,e Pre*crlptlon, will please

addruti

Large sample package sent free on receipt of 15
j

26w

E. A. WILSON. 19 1 Penn St.,
Williamsburg!,N. T.

Ladles Boots, etc., etc.

.
A fresh stock of7 Groceries, including our
Celebrated 40 cent Tea.

ardsTn’ see
air

Being a complete hlstorv of all the Important
indnstrtesof America, including Agrlcnlrnral,Mechanical.Manufacturing,
Mining, Commercial and
other enterprlsea.

ABOUT UNO LARGE OCTAVO PAGES AND
FINE ENGRAVINGS. No WORK
LIKE IT EVER PUBLISHED.

‘

Second Edition

800

Now in PRESS.

_

2 in-5-9w,*-$5.fi0.

Oo., Nonroh, Ct.

i

Oranges, Lemons, Nuts, Candles,

'Etc.

Call tor anything you don’t see.
P.

Holland. April

& A.

STEKETEE.

36, 1879.
and postpaid—The

For terms and territoryapply at once to

TbeHwxy.BUlMdUhiag

_

p s

kiuds— also Reid’s Flower Seeds.

„ Blvkhlx Inroorr
... _____ _____ nU> mr or trnvelir^.
Addrcm,Tito Loverly Co., Chicago,

EfUXfJSSSs

^uuett-ng imiw

The

lottingjs.

The

national game of base hall has been

-OF-

last, but little bus;

Brothers will start the build

business, and has put in its place a com-

ing of a new grain elevator in a few days.

plete feed store.— See advertisement.

The

its usual eclat.

SPRING GOODS.

>,

Thb Beach

Mrs. M. P. Visser has quit the liquor

80x44 feet.

size will lie

en on

.

terriblehail storm through the Nin-

nescah Valley, Kansas, has destroyed all
the crops above the ground.

Messri.

Alberti and E. J. Barring,

J.

A dwelling

Temperance lectures were

belonging to Mr. A. de

by

fire on

Thursday

last.

The

the interior of Illinois and brought a large

Chicago and West Michigan
in faros between

a reduction

Ibis city

DAILY BETWEEN CHICAGO AND
GRAND HAVEN ind MUSKEGON.

ready for

(Saturdayexcepted.)
CHICAGO DOCK, FOOT OF MICHISAH AVENUE.

our harbor on

rai’- in our last issue arrived at

road are out with show cards, advertising Thursday last, and

them.

ar-

The dredge-machineof which we spoke

ton, Jr., have both returnedfrom a tilp to

lot of fresh horses with

Our Spring Stock has

delivered

Grom, occupied at the time by Mr. J. in Hope Church on Friday evening last, rived, and will be
Oosterhaven, at Vriesland, Mich,, was by Rev. Dr. Mandevilleand Dr. Cole.
inspection on
totally destroyed

Lake Navigation!

Grand Opening

Zeeland market was largely at

J. H. titobbelaur, of Pella, Iowa, died a tended on Wednesday
ness was transacted.
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error slipped into our Hamilton cor-

respondenceof

last

week, stating that Mr.

J. Kollen had sold half

The

examinations at Hope College of

the Senior Class were closed last week.

The

his interest in the

grist mill to his partners, which should
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the observation of 19 deaths and 63 births

T. O. BUTLIN, Snpt.
Chicago.
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ClultenCarriawS:
Sofas, Sofa Chairs,

LOUNGES, ETC.,
Very

fine

very large assortment of

By looking over our new advertisements
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readers will notice that the Public
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week. Plans and specifications can be
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so novel and effective etc. Cull on the agent and learn particu-

best safety lamp
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first po
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CALL AND SEE

ARRIVED.
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Vernon, Racine, light.
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Writing Material* Snuff,
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Pursuant to the Charter the new Cam
mon Council met on Monday evening an

Liquors,

are the manufacturersof

BCHOUTEN’B

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

AMI-BILIOUS AND EIFECTOEAM FILLS

Retail.
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U
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Bedroom
of

night.

Pre«criptlonscarefully compoundat
day or

Coffins

can harmonize such atrocious conduct We hasten

with your position before the public, or as
n private citizen, and

/arfMrf Christian is

much

less as a pro-

a puzzle to

ns. Dozens

to

extend our right hand

of fel-

will find the

PIMPLES.

difficult

etc.

Joslin& Breyman,

,

citizens have told us repeatedly, and and nnremnnerativeone— especiallywhere in repairing said street an
were reported planted id
complained to tis, calling for public cen- there are two offices to attend to,

We

sure ot the neglect, which yon dtnv flatly, have no ohjectioiuind shall find no fault If
and wjiiok we have brought lorwnrd. You you make the paper the Repuclican paper
are v^Jedly
decidedly and willfully wrong, and
a*«
of the county, and “Spring Lake the Revon ought to be ashamed of your brazen
publicanheadquarters of the County.”
denial!

and

13 in Lincoln Park,

And

d; 06 trees

committee on priming.

to the

Yf.

F. HARRIS.

SOOTS & SHOES,

lem'

Slipper j, Etc. Etc.
nt

No. 94 Washington street,

Grand Haven,

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

- -

Mich.

Having bnt recently formed onr co-partnership.
we wish" to Inform onr fellow-dttsena of Grand
HavesmdsurroatT
am snrrouudlugtowns that we have a fine
stock of Handy Ml—
lade Goods
_ __ _ of all
__ » descriptions,
which we offer for isle cheap. However,
__

Custom Made Goods
will remain onr Specialty.

Quality of work guaranteed, and repairing

doue on short notice.
A. L. HOLMES & CO.
Ghanp Havsn, Mich., March 1st, 1879. 45-tf

THE WORLD’S BALBT
DR. L. D. WKYBURN’8 ALTERATIVE SYRUP.
0T\ remedy need Thirty- ft* part is a private

All Kinds of Spectacles.
Wall &tae ot Cold Peas.

transactions were attended to. -The ques-

tion of city printing was referred

HOLMES.

Maoufaetorersof and dealers in

ultnnial Park
otter routine

A. L.

A. L. Holmes & Co.

of Holland

t<

on hand.
Fair dealing can be relied on.

16th street lying betleen Latjd street and

commissionerof the

always

mall (Free) the recelpe for a simple Vegetable Balm that will remove Tan, FRECKLES,
While I thank the public for their patronageof
PIMPLES, and Blotchee, leaving the skin soft, the past, I hope to merit and soltclt s liberal share
clear and beautiful; also Instruction*for produc- ol It for the future.
ing a luxuriant growth of hair on a bald head or
smooth face. Address, Inclosing 8c. stamp, .
N. B. Call and see a most bea ml fnl variety o
BEN. VANDKLP A CO., 80 Ann 8L, N. Y.
Camp Chairs, ornaments,picture frames, brackets
l-2ftw
etc.,
8. RE1D8BMA.
Holland, May 15., 1878.
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in conjunctionwU|the higbwsy
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We hope you

and Parlor

and Caskets

hours,
86-ly

all

do, for

vile

Setts

Rhubarb.

R. Kleyn and D. Kamperman;
Members of Harbor Board, K. Schaddelee and J. Dijkema; Deputy Marsha’

Hander you or anybody else can der of it in the first place— to Mr. Aloys tion to vacate certain streetaln the south*
bring against ns. But perhaps you will Bllz, our present Register of Deeds for Ot- west part of the city tyot muted; $25
know better than the official records. How tawa County— as its editor sod proprietor. were appropriatedw flkutfTthat par; of
you,

see the goods and aecertain
prices before on purchase.

DR.

we men. First one doctor left in disgust,then Wm. H. Finch; Poundmas.er, jftUberti.
fatchmakers | Jewelers,
know Nothing about such a person, and the remaining one, and now the printer in At a regular meet ing on Wednesday eteidealers nr
about Corporal Doeaburg we refer you to whose charge the office was given has left ing Dr. R. A. Schouten was appoin
tquor
official records. We have confidence in for parts unknown; thus the office reverts Member of the Board of Health
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
them, and think they will hold out against back to whom we supposed was the foun- bonds were accepted and refused; a petiany

tni

stockeddrug store.

Cuy

sors, J.

we

have purchased lower than eve

Come> and

dent pro tem., F. O. Nye; City Attorney,

Surveyor, J. O. Doesburg; Special Asses-

evMently know more than

I

cheaper titan ever before.
‘ ‘

A FULL LINK OF CARPET!. FROM THE
eUKAPKbT TO THE BEST.

else belonging In a well

appointed the following officers: Presi-

were

Remembering the first remark we made
superabund- about a paper started in Spring Lake— the
ance of goB, but bid you to vomit all you Republican— \l is somewhat ludicrous to
have got.!‘ About “John Sherwood” you notice that it has already used up three

FURNITURE
will sell

Medicinaluse only,)

And almost everything

HEROLD.

1877.

Can be made by examining the large
new »(oca
stock oi
of

Which

And the finest assortmentof

Wines &

1,

Money! Money!!

an1(1 fluiest

Compound Syrup

Scbr. Maria, Milwaukee,400 bu potaioes.
Four Brothers, Chicago, 40 cd* wood,
l.OoOr r ties;
Mt. Vernon,Mi'waukee,42 m ft oak
lumber.
Tri-Color, Chicago, 33
ft ba "
wood lumber, 80 m f b staves,43
empty carboys.
The Hope. Ludington,800 Ihs butter, bOO do* eggs, If Jibs horey,
2oo lbs ham, 8 br) ham, ?0 bu
potatoes,50 lbs lard,
Wollln,
oflln Milwaukee,48 m lumber.
Bpray, Chicago, (>51 oak r r ties.

Directorof the Poor, D. Te Roller;

a

Holland, Mich.. Sept.

ep aa full supply of the best
store will kee

boer; City Physician, Dr. F. 8. Ledeboer;
Steketee’s.

I am now selling the Howe eewtng Machines
will henceforth keep It for sale at my •too-.
Peddling machines with wagons has been abolished
for the simple reason that the prices of machine
ate too low to admit of any expense In that way

and

E.

lath.

Wollln. Milwaukee, light.

CLKAHKD.
May 2.

US.

-:o:-

Call In and gut bargains.

The above Arm

mad and started off on per
sonalUies. Well now, Mr. Editor— we
aware that yon had

A Complete a-nortmentof Children’^ and Infante’
ehocH for fall and winter,and a full line of
Ladles’ and Gentleman’swear.

Jos. Ten Eyck; Street Commissioner,M.
Harris* Smith
De Feyler; Heallh Officer. Dr. 3. Ledesale at P. & A.

sltlon, he got

oot

Eighth Street, City of Hollaed.

May 2.

7.

at

Beautiful Live Qeese Feathers, Cheap.

House, were os follows:

them before pur-

immediately extin-

go and

arrivals and clearancesup to

Thursday night

one in need

lamp be upset or

will

Just received

Three doors East of Kruisenga’s Store.

(for

The

Thousands of lives will be saved by the
new Kerosene Lamp recently
first place. However, invented.It cannot explode nor set fire

principal streets at that time,

of bonnets and buls are novel,

see for themselves.

citizens that will affirm use of the

it covertly admits the horrible condition

OF

EDO STORE,

appreciated. The

ladies of Holland and vicinity to

chasing elsewhere.

onr assertion in the

3stbw stock;
—
—
BOOTS & SHEOS
—
—
E. HEROLD,

to mention here, find we invite all the

a hard struggle for its editor to

many

to be

please

P-8m

A Large and Fin*

WARD

FIRST

large and This new

stock of fancy goods is entirely too large

confess its false position, althoughwe can
point out

styles

seen

Holland, April 8th,

d for samples.

J. Slabbc-

and very enticing to purchase. Their

of anything in the house furnishingline,
will do wise to call

to be

to

Paid out .......... ............ $2,048.42 Co., in another column. This firm has
On hand, which arrived too late
just unpacked a large new stock of wall
to disburse .....

ought

and

(People at a distance,

^
1879.
wheat.

Comer Canal A Bfonson St
Grand Rapids, Mich.

koorden. Clerk— Q. Huyser, Jr. Assesturned out at the new factory at Harringsor— J. De Free, Sr. Treasurer— A. C.
ton’s dock. This is another new enterRoozenraud.Marshal — A. Roineyn
prise affording employment to several
Poundmuster— B. Huizengn.
hands, started and pushed into existence
by the enterprisingspirit of Mr. E. J.
We call the attention of our readers ir
Harrington. A few more Harringtonsand the new advertisement of the Misses L. &
less icicles, and this city would be several
S. Van den Berge. They have opened a
degrees livelier and warmer, and better new and handsome stock of Millinery,

tors

glean from the report of the

mnm

ham

constantlyspreading, and although they

have doue an Immense

i.

f,

appear as a rich man’s country seat. Mr.

during the week.
lot of fine

well finished barn makes

_

____

have come to »tar, and you can safely tell yonr
neighbor that wo will pay the hlgheat market price
for all gnln— e»l>ecl»lly

Goods is second to none in the
and small fruit is expected to have tentions.
city?
and our prices guaranMr. “Case” Wieraema has been pushing sufferedsome damage also. From a large
The resideucerecently completed for
the broom manufacture considerable since number of places throughout this and sur- Mr. Jan Verhage, at Vriesland,Mich., is teed to ce as low as any in the
he bought out Mr. Scott, and quite a num- roundingStates we learn that the frost has one of the largest and finest in the county. trade.
ber of hands are employed. Negotiations done considerable damage.
A distant view of the premises, with its
will

_

MERER WAL8H,
WALSH.
Holland, April 8th. 1879.

JdE (R

places,

on foot which

NOTICE.
undersignedwll^contlnuetho|nrchaie of

.

them. The proprietors of the patent—
The weather has been cold during the
Harris & Smith— kindly sent us a sample
past week and considerablefrost is relamp, for which they will please accept
ported. The wheat is injured in many
onr thanks. It Is exquisite.

are

MEYER & CO.

nitmc of U. Wttlitb A Bon.

of

line

H.

Idled, 50c per yard; heavy After you have Read # the
months. We extend our heartfelt sym grade, in very choice sides,
above then Read This.
fOc per yard; extra heavy
puthy to the afflictedparents.
dlwolvedthe co-partnenhtpwith Mr.
and finest quality in the TTAVtNG
Mu. Chas. Odell has fitted up a sail boat
U
H. WaUh, we are now bnyln# wheat and all
I ___
A AMfll A tMAM#
other aralnaln our own name; and we want the
and after a thorough trial pronounces It market, 90c.
cltlienaof Holland to feel and nndewUnd that we
making

are informed by our express agent in

rates have been reduced from all offices

is

Van

has mastered some of the rudiments proprietor of the Slandaard of Grand
necessary to an educutionfor the blind.
Rapids, has recently lost another child,

Kleyn.

anybody else,

are informed that Mr. J.

and

Hall authoritiesare going to

The

Wk

and cheap at

ll-8w

Kimura, G. Niemeycr, M. Oghmi and A.
Mahinus Van Putten, the blind son of in his district the past year. Supervisor Qomesiic Qress Goods, from
Sanford reports 22 deaths and 88 births in
Tennema.
Mr. J. Van Putten, is home on a visit
6c yer yard upward.
rj'HH
from the asylum at Flint, Mich. He his district.
We would call attention to
our

railroad

10-tf

week the corner stone

man

Haven

—

plete in every department.
(Particular 'attention is
of Uie new school bouse at Zeeland was
called to cur very, eleaant
laid with appropriate ceremony. Messrs.
J. den Herder and C. de Putter made stock of Q(BESS G00QS,
which
comprises
all the latest
speeches to an enthusiastic audience.
...... ....
Yipr\
French, English, and GerClias. J. Pfaff, supervisor of Grand Ha-

meeting of the Fire Department

held on Tuesday evening last, Mr. L. T.

o’clock train on the Grand

8

RepairingNeatly and Promptly Executed.
Hoiland, March

S4,

1878;

5-U.

practice,and never tailingto radicallycore

RHEUMATISM,
Dropsy, Erysipelas, Scrofula, SecondarySyphilis,
Gravel.
__________________
Diabetes, and all diseases
diseasesin which
_ the
blood la Implicated.
mbllc.
Implicated. I* nowuflered to the public.
Hold by nil Retail D

_

THE

_____

888, Hoc
he* tor N.
tochester,

T.

1-S*w

THE RING MY MOTHER WORE.
The earth

hu many

treasure* rare,
In gema and golden ore;
My heart hath one. more precious far—
• The ring my mother wore.
I saw It Ant, when I, a child,
Was playing,by bet aide;
She told me then 'twaa lather's
When aha became his bride.
saw it oft In sorrow's hewii,
Which marked the alter years,
When shining on the soft white hand
That wined away my tsars.
And, oh I I saw It once again,
Whon, on her dring bed.
She lifted up her hand in prayer^
And laid it on my head.
I

Beside thst bed. where fell my tesn,
The ring to mo was given;
8h6 pieced It on my bend, end seid,
“We'll meet egsln in heaven
I kissed the cheek I oft bad pressed,
From which the roae had fled;
And, bowed with grief, stood motherless,
Alone, beside the dead,

!"

i

Among the bleat

In

realms above,

Where sorrows are unknown.
Oh. msy I meet my mother dear,
No more to weep alone.
Her dying words of love and faith
I'll cherish evermore
Within the heart which holds so dear
The ring my jnotfiet wore.

for his impudence.
“Tells me I’m drunk and a liar, sir,”
settle that business be- cried Perkins to Hoskins. “Asked him
fore he attended to Berthilda’s offer.
neighbor-liketo lend me his gray mare,
do he dtow his blotter, toward him, and he wrote he would, and now calls
seized a pen and ink, and indited this me all the names- he can lay his tongue
piece* of his

mind

And he would

peppery

epistle

:

and

Sib: I don’t wonder yon wrote,
adn’t
the free to come and ask
for what yon
wanted,like a man. Let you have her, indeed !
When every one knows you killed the other one
with hard work, and only sent her home to be
buried. A pret y idea that, indeed! Bhe was
just a rack of bones when you got through
with her, and, I judge, half starved, as well as

me

worked

to

death.

good

You’ll promise to take

care of her,

no

donbt

You may, if you get her; but you’ll
only do that by stealingher, and, as 1 suppose
you’re quite capable of that, I shall see to my
Flint.

locks.

This finished, he wrote more briefly

to Mr. Hoskins v
Diab Bib: I can’t see anythingin the way of
yon haring what you want Yon can oome over,
If you like, and talk it over. Yours, Flint.
:

Having done

these,

an envelope and sent

he

pnt each into

them

off.

Poor Berthildascarcely dared

^

feet. Mrs. Anderson’s] latest attempt
CHEW
The Celebrated
walk a mile and a half every hour
"Matchless*
for twenty-two days in Omeinnati. Six
Wood !Beg Plug
days’ walks by women are advertisedin
-— _
sevetal Western cities. May Fanning
Tu Fiouxb Tobacco Ookbaxt.
to.”
New York. Boston and Chicago
fainted on the track in Milwaukee,and
“I don’t doubt it, sir!” said Mr. Hos- lay two days in a stupor. Two girls of
Tnnow aw*y that old wood-rim slere, and
kins. “He’s insulted me, sir. Told me 14 are taken from place to place in New buy one of Mann’s Tin Him. It will last twice
I worked mv poor l&te Abigal Araminty England to exhibit their remarkable as loos. _
to death and starved her, and was a thief speed in ten-mile races.
Bkoxb Pofort *8lttlngBull Durham Tbbaeoa ”
and afeard of Mm. Writ that to me,
Chew Jackson’*Beat Sweet Navy Tobaooo.
sir! Hang him!”
The Last Witch-Burningin Europe.
“That’s false!” said old Flint.
0NTH- AGENTS WANTED*-36 BEST
“Now, I’m a liar, am I? ” cried HosIt is generally stated that the Inst
n* artlclM tbe world^on* •Mipt#
/rM.
Addraaa.
kins.
witch was burned in Europe in 1793, in
Prussian Poland. But this has now g|g PA Y— Wlth^Runcll ^ntflU.fiWhU^owtaa
“You are both insane!” cried Flint
“You never writ that to me?” cried become a mistake. She was burned
;
Feb. 26, 1879, in Vratshevo,in the tPtp A fl — Oholoct iiftht world— Importer*’ priow
I I. A ft -Lwiwt Company In Anwlc*-«Upl*
“No doubt it’s true, but I didn’t!” Government of Novgorod, Russia. Her IlJIlMi
artlcla-plaaaeaeranbody-Trade oonwaaUd erarywtn
bom— boat
cried Flint
name was Agrafena Ignatieva. She was Una ally Incroaatna-AjunU
todocaraanta—
don’t waata tlmo— a.nd for Clrvul ar.
a soldier’s widow, and seems early in
“He is crazy,” said Hoskins.
WOH*T WK 1,1,8. 43 Vaaay St. N. Y. P. O. BoitaW.
I
Afunio tor oounirx to aall two ritioloa,m
“Mad as a March hare,” said Per- life to have acquired fame for her skill
dlapenaablo to omrt fanner. AddreoaWraT
kins.
in varions secret arts. The name once
XHN Mra.Oo..*Jl 8. Clark St .Chleaco.lll.
“ You are a couple of lunatics. I’ll acquired,she profited by it. Without
QODA FOUNTAINS-*^ W° and no. .
working, she had plenty of good tMngs, m Shipped r*ady for aw. for e.uloju., Jw.. addrtu
be protected against you. Here ! help
Ckapioa Jk Co., MidUon.U4.-m8ttl.MOll
for the peasants of the neighborhood
Some one go for the constable ! ”
“A lunatic ! ” said Mr. Perkins. “Why, stood in great awe of her, and sent to
there’s the letter you writ me. If you her house the best of their harvests.
were a young man, I’d not stop to argy
But at last Nemesis overtook her. Fits $1(1
T - - to
— T*vwv fortanooorory month. Book moI
but you’re old enough to be my of epilepsy became uncommonly frefather—”
quent in that part of the country, and I •aXfr- lF« the faatest-MllinfBOOK in
*ow,Priori,tm.
“That’s another lie,” said Flint. they were invariably attributed to Agra- |
“ You’re 50 years old.”
fena’s evil eye. In the beginning they
“Well, that’s the letter you writ me, increased her reputation, but, finally,
any way,” said Perkins, holding out a the fear of her grew into terror, and the
crumpled sheet of paper.
instinct of self-defense awakened. One
Flint took it in his hand, glanced at it, day a young girl, in a fit of epilepsy,
and said, “It isn’t;” but his face mentioned Agrafena’s name, ana a
$77
altered.
few hours later on the whole population
“p.
“Contradicts anything,”said Perkins. of the country gathered arcund her hut,
habit ft skin^disea^I^
“I suppose you’ll deny that you wrote among them the Justice of the Peace
me that?” said Hoskins, offering an- and two members of the representative
assembly of the Government.There Ta I AfliAA dXLY.— An Indispensablearticle
other letter to the old man.
“Yos, I do,” ho said; but tMa time he was a short parley between Agrafena
grinned.
and the crowd. Then she was driven
'and
“Perhaps a secret enemy,” murmured into the house ; doors and windows were
month. Breiy graduateguaranteed a paying akaBerthilda.
closed, the house was set on fire, and, a lion. Addma R. Valentine, Manager. JaneaTille, Wla.
h 1| || By B. M WOOLLEY. Atlanta, Ga. Re.
Uncle Flint looked at her; her nose while the unhappy woman cried,
rilJm!^*" evidence given, and referenceto
was red with weeping.
screamed and prayed for her life, the
1 1 'cured patieoU and bhyaioiana.
HABIT, bend
my book on The Habit and
Send for my
“You’re a good girl, Berthilda, if you crowd stood unmoved, looking on to the
CJU R EJlta Cure. Free.
last,
and
sang
hymns
in
praise
of
the
are an ugly one,” said Uncle Flint.
WARNER BRO'8 CORSETS
rtctivnlIII.lllch^t Mrri.l .1
rrr.nl
“For your sake I’ll explain matters. I Savior who had delivered them from
PARIS EXPOSITION.
ovtr .'I Anirrir.n iv.mnrlllor* Xh-fr
wrete both those letters, but I sent them SntMi— Exchange.
FLEXIBLE HIP CORSET
to a wrong men. That’s yours, Hosl» WABaAk-riDnot to Urik
downnrrr |h. Iilo.. Prlrofl.!*..
TMr
kins. Perkins, that’s yours; and I
Divorce in Germany.
is to

_

Tobacco.

S350S

Hoskins.

,

GOOD
I

to

raise her eyes to her unole’s face that

!

mssmmsss
{lid —

day; but Ms manner to her was unusually kind, and she bad allowed herself
to hope much from it, when, as she sat
BERTHILDA’S OFVEB.
at her knitting in the evening, Peggy,
Mr. Flint had the reputationof being the sole domestic, beckoned mysterias hard as his name. Certainlyhe was ' coaly to her from the door; and, having
a crusty sort of old gentleman, with a thus beguiled her into the hall, indisagreeable habit of telling what he formed her that Mr. Hoskins wanted to
eonaidered to be the plain truth to every see her at the gate.
To the gate Berthilda went in a state
one. As every one did not at once bow
low and say, “Mr. Flint, you are per- of nervous agitation wMoh made the
fectly right,” this habit of frankness blue-ribbonbow in her hair quiver like
had brought him into a great many a humming-bird, and there she found
quarrels with his friends and relatives, Mr. Hoskins, so red in the face with
so that at last the only one of his own rage that the color was perceptible by
blood with whom he was on speaking the moonlight. And his greeting was
terms was his orphan niece Berthilda, this:
“Berthildy,if old Flint was anywho kept house for him, to whom he
was unusually kind, and who believed body’s uncle but yourn I’d go in and
him to be a modem Solomon.
pummel the breatn ont of him. I’ve a
She had never once contradicted minter do it now.”
him. When he told her that the Flints “ Oh, dear! ” sobbed Berthilda, “ what
were generally good-looking,bnt that is the matter? ”
she took after her mother’s family, who
“ He’s writ me a letter that was jest
were all as plain as pike-staffs,she an- clock full of insults from fust to last,”
swered, “Yes, uncle, but that is not my said Mr. Hoskins. “ Said I writ ’cause
fault, you Ipow.” When he said she I was afraid to ask him for you ; said
need not mind about being good-look- every one knew that I killed Abigal
ing, because, after all, she was a nice Araminty with overwork, and starved
little thing, nod would be more apt to her to death, and sent her over to her
be left to keep house for him forever, ma’s to be buried. Now Abigal Ara- meant every word ot it!” And he
•eft and flrxIM. and contains no
A divorce case came lately before the
bonrs.Price by mail,|La«.
she appeared to be comforted. She minty died of the consumption that handed the letters to their proper own- courts in Germany, the judicial action
Por.al.byaUlradlngmerchants.
was mild and meek, and her vanity had was in her family, and I spent lots in ers.
WARNER BROS.. SSI Broadway, N. I.
on which shows a wonderful facility for
“I'll see if this ain’t a case of libel,”
been taken ont of her by her unole’s doctor’s stuffs ; and, if she was buried
obtaining a separation in that country.
frankness.
from her ma’s, that was the old lady’s said Perkins, as he walked off.
The marriage can hardly be classed with
But Hoskins advanced and held out
She was really by no means so very wish. And Araminty, she would go
those made in heaven, and the arguplain, but she accepted Mr. Flint’s there to die. And I did all mortal man his large hand.
ments in favor of its dissolution do not
“Let bygones be bygones,” he said.
opinion without a murmur. It was all could, and I hired help, and I wasn’t
present either of the parties to the suit
DIRECT
FACTORY,
genuine. She was one of those little nowise havd on Abigal Araminty; and “May I have Berthilda, Mr. Flint?”
in a very preposses ing light. It was, in And Save Agente* C.'onunUelon.Two full 8eU
“You can ask her,” said Flint.
Keeda,with Celeete 9 Stopa, for *00. Fully warranted.
women who naturallybow down before your undo, he’s a liar, and if he’ll come
fact, a matter of sharp practice on both
Other stylet very low Correatioiidence aolldted.
And though Berthilda only said, “Oh,
th^ head of the family and worship out here I’ll wring his neck. I’ve as
C. B. II PNT A CO., Mannfteetarere,
sides. The lady made the first move1A1 WHes-vt Hr.. Hn*ton. Mas*.
him. She had not even reflected that much as I kin do to keep from saying dear,” and cried again, Hoskins was con- ment toward a matrmionial alliance by
he might leave her his money, or some words a man hadn’t orter say after he’s tented, and the wedding came off in due adverti: ing in a newspaper and holding
portion of it. It was too dreadful to jiried the church. I never was so mad time.
out as an inducementto a suitable perthink of Uncle Flint’s ever dying in my life. I’m bursting with rage;
son, the fact that she possessed a fortHow to Extinguish Fires.
at aH
and he says I’m a thief, and he’s no
une of 6,000 marks, or about $1,500. A
As for marrying, it did not enter Ber- doubt PH steal yon, if I can ; and so I
Better than all elaborate and costly young man of shrewd and cautious
thilda’s mind. She had written herself will. It’s jest this, Berthilda— you apparatus for extinguishing fires are business habits read the advertisement
down a spinster as soon as she had come along with me now, and get Par- constant care and watchfulness, and and answered it in a sympathetic spirit,
heard Uncle Flint’s opinion on the sub- son Speer to marry us, or there’s an end quick and intelligent action on the part bnt with, however, the rather important
ject, which was oracularly given when of it. It’s all up between ua. You of those who first discovera fire in pro- reservation that he would not marry the
she was about 16 years of age; but now choose betwixt old Flint and mo, and, gress. The fire wMch at the beginning young woman until the money was
that she was nearly 30, she was aston- if yon choose him, why, I ain’t under no could be smothered with a pocket- produced,his purpose being to purU>:964M)aywr.
ished by the appearanceof a lover, in obligations to vou no longer, and I’ll handkerchief, or dashed out with a chase & business,upon the proceeds
the shape of a stout farmer of 40, a wid- make jelly of nim in three shakes of a bucket of water, neglected a few hours, of which they might live. His caution,
------- i largest circulationand la the
lays in w’aste millions of dollars’ worth however, was subsequently thawed out, cheapen and moet InUreeting paper hi the United
ower without children, and owner of sheep’s tail”
gtatea.
as fine a piece of property as could be
At these words Berthilda trembled of ptoperty. If there is any time in and it appears that the marriage actually THE WEEKLY NUN la emphaticallythe peepit's fumMy paper.
found in the State.
more than ever. “The fountains that which a person should bo cool and calm, took place before the cash payment, the
L W. BHOLAHD. PnbUaber. H. T. OUj.
It was a case of love at first sight on were in her head overflowed and ran in perfect command of himself, it is gallant husband and lover insisting on
when he discoversa fire that threatens a stipulation that the 6,000 marks would
his part,
Berthilda,finding out of her eyes adown her cheeks.”
herself made love to, and being quite
“0! 0! O!” she sobbed, “was ever a the destruction of life and property. be paid over within eight days from his
unused to the situation, felt that it was poor woman in such trouble ? 0 ! 0 ! ” The first thing to do is to learn pre- wedding-day. When the payment came
her duty to refuse him, since to marry
“Choose!” cried Hoskins; “and cisely where it is | the second, to con- to be made there were only 600 marks
would be to contradict Uncle Flint’s darned if I ain’t so mad I don’t keer sider the chances of extinguisMngit. forthcoming instead of 6,000, and hence
distinct assertion that she was born to much wMch way you choose. I’d rather Of course, in cities an alarm should at the husband’s resort to legal redress.
be an old maid; and yet she yielded like to be at liberty to go for old Flint once be sent out, but at the same time a He urged the nullity of the marriage
to the advances of Mr. Hoskins so far and mash —by jingo, I had I ”
vigorous effort should be made to put because of the deceit wMch had been
as to allow herself to be seen home from
“Why don’t I die?” sobbed Berthilda. out the fire with the means at hand, for practicedupon Mm, and got a decision
“meeting,”kissed at the gate, and occa- “But, 0, Silas, I can’t leave Uncle sometimes what the fire engine is un- in his favor, which was probably more
sionally encircled by a very large arm, Flint like that. It wouldn’tbe decent.” able to accomplish when it reaches the than he deserved.
which, after a squeeze or two, she al“Then here goes!” said Silas Hos- scene can be done by one or two perways put away with a shocked little kins, taking off his oufls.
sons who act promptly before the flames
The Senate as Able as Ever.
squeal
At this moment a long, lath-like fig- have had tiihe to gain headway.
Though
there is still some rubbish
Finally Mr. Hoskins offered himself, ure strode past them and began to hamFirst, then, do not be alarmed on acon both sides in the Senate, yet, in proand Berthilda, having confessed to a mer at the door.
count of smoke. Frequently there is a
portion to its number, what single
partialityfor him, ended by asserting
The servant opened it, and Peter great deal of smoke before the fire has
chamber of any legislative body in the
that Uncle Flint should decide the mat- Perkins’ voice inquired for Mr. Flint.
made much progress. Remember that
world is superior to it in ability, exter, and that she dared not mention the
Mr. Flint at once appeared in the en- one can pass through smoke by keeping
perience and capacity for dealing with
subject to him,
la tha Old RaliaMa Coacantratcd Lya
his head near the floor, or by enveloptry.
questions of practicallegislationand
“Well, then, I will,” said Mr. Hos“Well, what do you want here?” was ing it in a wet woolen cloth. On enterquestions involving the discussion of
kins. “I ain’t afraid of no man, and, if the salntation.
ing a room to fight down a fire singlegreat fundamental principles of govjour uncle has anything agin’ me, he
B‘*
“Wall, Mr. Flint,” said Peter Perkins, handed, keep the door closed behind, if
ernment? Taking them all in all, it is
jr IS FULL W SIGHT AND STRENGTH.
-can ont with it and prove it. I’ll write “seein’ you was so ’bligin’ and neighbor- possible. A pail of water and a tin dipThe market U flooded with (w-dalled)Concentrated
and ask him, since you are so partiker- ly about that gray mare, I kinker reck- per in the hand of a resolute person doubtful whether the Senatorial debates Lye, which ie adulteratedwith salt and roaln, mnj woef
in
the
days
of
Webater,
Clay
and
Caller, Berthildy; though, bein’ of age, I oned I’d jest step in and lead her over can be made to work a miracle at the
BATH MONET, AND BUT TUB
can’t see why he has anything to say to-night. You see I get in my hay to- beginning. If the fire has progressed houn disclose greater power and ability
than will be found in the discussionsof
about it.”
morrer, and there’s a rain a cornin’ up too far to admit of this course, and it is
To which Berthilda, sobbing,replied along the end of the week, or I ain’t no necessary to depend entirely on outside the Senate during the coming
two years. In comparing the presthat her uncle’s word was her law, prophet.”
•help, then see to it that every door and
UADI BY THK
ent with the past, it is well to remember
and was kissed at the gate, as nsnal,
“So you do mean to steal her?” said window is closed. By so doing, if there
in those earlier days what Daniel Web- Pennsylvania Salt Mamxfg Co.,
this conversationhaving taken place on old Flint. “I’ve seen impudence be- is a fire-engine in the neighborhood, it
flT-A ABI-WHliU
ster said or did was but a small part of
a Sunday evening on the way from fore, but this cape all.”
will often be possible to confine the fire
the Senate proceedings.If one is dischurch.
to one room.
“ Kinder guess you’ve forgot who I
posed to study the Congressional deOn Monday morning old Mr. Flint, am?” said Peter Perkins. “ Don’t you
Every person who stops at a hotel
going after breakfast into the little remember a writin’ tome this morning? should take special pains before retiring bates of the present day he will find
much to excite his admiration ; but to
room which he called his office, and Fm Mr. Peter Perkins,Mr. Flint.”
to note the location of the stairways, so
do this properly one must fight his perwhere he transacted his business as
“I know you well enough,” said Flint. that in case of an alarm he can find his
notary pnblie, Mind lying on his “D’ye think I’m in my dotage ? You’re way ont, even though the halls are filled sonal and party prejudices.—PFashmpdesk tw<r letters already left for him the man that killed my brown horse with smoke. Never leave a room where ton letter
that morning, and, opening them, last summer, and asked for my gray there is an alarm of fire without first
Ingenious Roguery.
found that each asked him for some- mare to do the same by this. And I securing a wet towel, or, if possible, a
thing.
told yon what I thought of yon in my wet sponge or piece of woolen cloth
Ingenious is the American rogue. A
One was from a neighbor named note. Yon must have been drinking, through wMch to breathe. If escape by poultry speculator in Warren county,
Perkins, who desired to borrow a Mr. Perkins I You must be drunk, sir, the stair is ent off, seek an outside win- Pa., buys cMokens in the country and
hone of him. The other from Farmer to ask me for my gray mare after what dow and stay there till help cornea writes out a receipt for the farmer to
Hoskins, asking for his niece Berthil- I wrote you this morning ! ”
Above all tMngs, be cool and have your sign. The point of Ms penoil invariada’s hand.
“I drinking? I never touch anything wits about you. When a lady’s dress bly breaks off just before the signature
Mr. Flint was not in the habit of bnt tea. Pm a Son of Temperance, sir ” takes fire, let her j fall on the floor at is reached, and he produces a fountainlingering long over any decision. He shouted Mr. Perkins, so that his voice once, and call for help, in the meantime pen from his pocket. The body of the reregarded the fact that Berthilda had reached the ears of the unhappy couple reaching for some rug or woolen doth ceipt is written in P£Rcil and the farmhad an offer as a sort of miracle not at the gate. “I drunk l ”
with wMch to smother the flames. There er’s name in ink. When the speculator
likely to occur again, and he had an
“Then if you’re sober you can’t read ” i6 nothing new in this advice; it has goes to town he erases a’d the pencil
Hr* EatabUshed ! Moat BncMsafol!
idea that women always like to get mar- said Mr. Flint.
been ropeated in one form or other marks and writes out in ink a promisTHEIR INSTRUMENTS here a standard
ried.
“Yon wrote me a note telling me to hundreds of times, but it will bear re- sory note for $100 or $150, and has it
valae in all tbs
Hoskins was well-to-do and respect- oome over, and saying there was noth- peating thousands of times.— America?! discounted by a bank.
able. Bhe should have him, if she ing in the way of my having the gray Builder.
The Treasurer of Fulton county, Pa.,
•chose. Bhe had been a good girl to mare,” said Mr. Perkins.
recently owned a saw-mill, but, when he
Female Pedestrians.
iiim, and he really felt an affection for
went to look for it a few days ago, it
“That’s untrue, sir!” said Mr. Flint
Brerywher# rsoofnissd as tbs YIMK8T
her.
Women
are still numerous among the was missing. The mill, saws, wrenches,
“You’re a lying, sir!” said Mr. PerIN TON*.
As for Perkins, he should not have kins. “Hanged ii I’ll stand it!” And pedestrians. In a St. Louis match An- dogs, crowbars, logs and the whole conhis hone. He had overworked the one now Miss Berthilda saw her uncle men- na Berger walked 100 miles in twenty- cern bad been carried off by thieves.
Mads and In nas. New Designs oonsUntty.
he had borrowed of him last harvest- aced by abony fist, and flew np the path, four hours, One of the women in a Being a man who believes in making
Best work and lowest prioss.
49“ Bend for a Catalogue.
time, and the poor brute had died in with Hoskins after her.
Westfield (Mass.) contest seized her the best of every evil to Which he may
consequence. Lend Perkins his gray
“You abominable rascal!’' cried Mr. competitor by the hair, and the strug- be exposed, he is now thankful that the
mare, indeed I He would give him a Flint
gle became one of hands instead of water-power was left behind.
;
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Horrible Death.
Dyke of Magenta is
known among racing men here as an
A singularly painful and sad experiA drobky driver of Sfc. Petersburg animal of very great speed and enence has been that of a burglar who has
asked his customer,who appeared to be durance, and, if he continues in the
been emulating the exploits of Mr.
a nobleman, what the Nihilistswere. same fine condition that he is in at
Peace, at Sheffield,England. The
“ Nihil means nothing," was the reply, present, is expected to make a sensation
plunder-seeker determined to enter a
“ and people who have nothing in the and success equal to that of Parsle.
pawnbroker’sshop by the chimney.
pocket, nothing in the way of land, New York paper.
Descending to within six feet of the
nothing in the shape of property, and
fireplace, he stuck fast, however, and,nothing of the nature of a title, are
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called Nihilists.”“Yea, yea,” said the
drosky driver, “then Bussia is full of

We

Triumph of the A**. .niOO it*r Month end Ripen**.
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English Habits of Eating and Drinking. despite all his efforts, failed to get free.
Richard Grant White, in a recent num For four long hours he struggled in
vain, and then the servant of the pawnNihilists,and even I also am a Nihilist." ber of the Atlantic, describedhis
broker came and lighted the fire below.
It is reported in London that the amazement at seeing, in a railway carThen the roasting of the burglar began.
Czar and the Emperor of Germany are riage, a refined and beautifulEnglish
endeavoringto form an international woman of the upper middle class take What kind of sensationthe robber experienced we are left to imagine; all
society of sovereigns — a sort of new out a bottle of brandy and drink liberthat is known is that, after three hours
holy alliaaoe— for the suppression of ally from it.
of torture, his groans became so audible
Socialism and regioidt. The Emperor
The incident, it is said, was an index
that the proprietor of the place heard
of Germany is said to have originated to an undeniablefeature of English
them, and, sending for the police and a
this idea, in a letter to the Czar, in life. No American who has gone back
which the demoralizing effect of inter- to our “Old Home,” as Hawthorne calls builder, did the best he could to extricate the thief. This proved, however,
national jealousies,necessitating the it, can have failed to notice the grossness
maintenance of great standing armies, of appetite of the majority of both men to be no easy matter, for before the intrapped rascal could be rescued the
is deplored, and the suggestion of a and women.
brickwork
had to be taken down. When
mutual protective association, having
Both sexes in every class are, as a
found, the miserable man was imbedded
for its object the pseservation of univer- rule, heavy feeders. At private houses
firmly, “ crying fearfully.”His mouth
sal peace and prompt punishment of the young girls of the family, ordinaand eyes were filled with soot, and he
King-killers, is feelingly urged. Jn this rily, eat very much mere than would
was “ dreadfullyscorched,”and he died
connection,it is reported that there is satisfy the same number of American
immediately after he was taken out
definite knowledge of the existence of a men.
simply state a fact, due.
conspiracy to kill all the sovereigns of probably, to the Saxon blood, foggy
A Sliver Anniversary.
Europe, Queen Victoria and the Pope climate, and heavy physique of our EnYesterday afternoon, the 16th inst, the
included, and that the bloody-minded glish cousins.
thugs are bound to follow up every failLiquor, too, of every kind is used to a Mason & Hamlin Organ Company celeure with a fresh attack.
degree in England which we would conbrated by a dinner at Young’s Hotel the
The Nihilists^ who planned the assas- sider extreme. Beer flows in most
twenty-fifthanniversary of the comsination of the Emperor of Bussia gave householdsas freely as water in ours.
public notice of their intentionin It is a part of the agreement with mencement of their business, which by
placards posted for three days in the servants that a definitely-stated amount its own merits has grown to large prostreets of St. Petersburg. The notice of beer shall be furnished per day for
portions. At the start the capacity of
was in the form of a proclamation ad- their use.
their works was two or three melodeons
dressed to “Mr. Alexander Nicolaievitoh”
Agricultural laboring men often do
—Alexander, son of Nicholas— and pro- not taste meat once a month, but they per week, the best of which sold for
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By Jifiah Allen'* tfife.
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WKnlghts
KnightsTemplar
Tfl Uniforms a Specialty.
Military, Society,
Socie
Military,
and Firemen'*Geode.

r

^
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McFARLAND

HTOCK

a CO., 93 Union Slock Verdi Exchange.

PUOIH7CK < O.M.WINSION.
8ARGKANT, Gent Commission, 117 8a Water 8L
H. WILLIAMS A CO.. Butter 4 Fruit, 181 8a Wator.
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The Gospel of Joy. A*'.r.n"dTE: KIPPERS Pfl8TiLLE&hyS
mall. BtoweUftCe.
Speck. A hook of great beauty, being In

effect ** The

leatown,

Maaa.

Song," full of good texts, with the beat of
new hymns and melodiesmade for them. Jit lYut and
nearly ready. Walt for it. (33centa.)
Oo»|>«l In

claimed the purpose of the conspirators will have their beer. Indeed, through about one hundred dollars each ; their
to “free the people from administrative its use for generationsthere can be no present capacityis over two hundred
The Shining River
persecution, which throws them guiltless doubt that the lowest classes of England
cabinet organs per week, and they ore of Sunday Sekovl Sony Booki. (86 oenta.) Kxamino It
into prison, and there, without com- bave grown stolid and dull.
passion, chastises them and allows them
In families of the better classes— and most of the time benind orders, while Gems of English Nong JX?, uE
to suffer from hunger and thirst, and that from the very brightest down— ale, their best productions now command noble Homr Musical Luirary, which contain! nearly
all the good Sheet Muato ever publlxbed. Full of the
then leads them as insurgents to the wines and brandies are in common use. five hundred dollars each, and, in excep- beat Songs. 280 pages, fi.60 boards. 08.00 cloth.
gallows, or sends them to the polar re- Children, delicate maidens, fastidious
tional cases, several times this amount. PitinfnrA eontlnsee In great demand. |1.00 for
gions to work in the mines. We shall matrons, the Queen and Princesses, use
J.1HU1UIP Vocal oopinoomplete. 76 cents for Im
In numbering their instruments they tnunental arrangement. THE KORCEK EB, also
recoil from no means that may lead us them as a matter of course.
complete,la equally good, at aarae price.
to our object,” it added, “which is the
William Black, it will be remembered, have reached 104,000,having actually
eradication of the hellish brutality of makes his charming heroinesjoin in the made and sold nearly that number. The Musical Record t&VEdtfalSui
Weekly Musical Paper. (1100 per year.) 6 oenta for
despotism through fire and sword. And whisky-punch when it is going round;
Organs of their make have obtained an single copy, containing60 oenta' worth ef music.
if you, Alexander Nioolaievitolf,
refuse to which is true to the life. Yet Englishhear our warning voice and put an end men speak with disgust of the “Ameri extraordinary reputation all over the
world, and are sold in every civilized
to this tyranny, we hereby declare to can habit of tippling.”
OLIYEB DITS0N & CO., Boston.
you that tyranny will be beaten in the
The fact is that the ordinary Ameri- country where the tariff is not so high
C. H.Dlt4on<kCo., J.E. DlUonskCon
end." The effect of the more energetic can drinks and “treats ” at a bar because
as to be prohibitory. Musicians recognize
policy of despotism, lately adopted he is usually ashamed to do it at home.
843 Broadway,N.Y.
022 CbeetoutSt. Phil*.
upon these audacious conspirators, is Public sentiment is against drunkenness in them a distinguishing excellencein
quality of tone, the result, in large measyet to be seen.
here.
The very best good*
direct fnm the ImThb terrorism of the revolutionary It is not so in England, and the effect ure perhaps, of peculiar skill in voicirtg
,
portersat Half the
governmentestablished by the Nihilists is seen in the physical coarsenessof reeds, an art which originated with this usual coat. Best,plan ever offered to Club Agents and
large buyers.A.
'LL EXPRESS CHARGES PAID.
in Bussia inspires the greatest alarm, many of the women after they are 40, company. But in every respect it has New terms FREE.
and the measures taken by the authori- be they scullions or Duchesses—a fact always been a principle with them to
Aies are regarded as totally insufficient which Hawthorne noted, by-the-way— make in each detail the best instruments
Tea Company,
possible and to sell them as low as posto cope with the evil. The revolution- and in a corresponding mental heaviary propaganda is believed chiefly to ness, which often shows itself in a lack sible. The skillfulcarrying out of this
proceed from tne universities and col- of tact, and delicacy even, in English- policy has resulted in this great success.
leges, and it is said that new restric- men of the highest intelligence, and —Boston Journal
tions are to be imposed on young men who possess the noblest qualities cf
Sewing In the Boston Schools.
entering these institutions;but it is character. — Youth' 8 Companion.
rightly pointed out that such a measure
The teachingof sewing in the Boston
would only strengthen the oppositionto
schools is very successful. Although
Parole.
the existing rider of things. The true
instruction is given to each girl only
Parole’s triple victory in the New- two hours iu every week, those pupils
remedy, it is urged, would be the grant
of liberal institutionsto Bussia. A market, City and Suburban, and Great who came into school in September not
striking demonstrationin this sense Metropolitan handicap, is without par even knowing how to hold a needle are
took place the other day at a banquet allel in the history of the English turf. able to hem nicely and to sew overCanton, Mam.
given to the celebrated novelistTour- No horse has ever accomplshed such a seams at the end of the first term. The
genieff. The eminent St Petersburg feat, however apparently well treated special teacher prepares the work at
advocate,M. Spassovitoh,made a bril- by the handicapper.The double event home, so that it can be put promptly
of winning the City and Suburban and
liant speech on this occasion, in which,
into the hands of the pupils without
proposing a toast to the youth of Bussia, Great Metropolitan has only twice pre- wasting a moment.— Bos /on Traveller.
he defended them against their accus- viously been accomplished.The first
time was by Mr. Howard’s 3-year-old
ers, and pleaded for liberal reforms as
The science of potting plants has
chesnut filly Virago in 1854, when she been cultivatedto so great an extent
the best guarantees of the future welfare of the country. The speech was was handicapped at 88 pounds, and, that one man in New York can pot 7,0(0
warmly applaudedby the many distin- with Tiny Wells on her back, won from in ten hours.
guished representatives of the educated a field of twenty-two horses. This
“Screw the Flower *a Tight oa you can,
Stimulate the SluggUh Kidney*.
made her weight for the Metropolitan
that's rheumatism ; one turn more, that's gout." Is a
class in Bussia who were present; but it
familiar description of these two dleeesee.Though each
Id addition to itn tonic and cathartic proper
eighty-eignt pounds, and, with Tiny
may and does attack different parte of the system,the
has been attacked by the Government
ties, HoBtetter’u Stomach Bittoro exerciaeaa
eauae la believedto be a poisonousacid in the blood.
Wells
again
in
the
pig-skin,
she
won
papers, who call M. Spassovitcha
beneficialinfluence upon the kidneys and blad- Purify this by the use of
“Polish revolutionist,”
accuse from eighteen competitors. But this is der, when they are inaedre, by atimulatine
Tarrant’s Heltzer Aperient
hardly a parallel of Parole’s perform- them to renewed exertion, thus reopening, as if It will do Its work speedily and thoroughly. It la tha
Tourgenieff of total ignorance of Busances, as Virago was a 3-year old of wore, a eluice for the escape of impuridee great friend of the sufferer from rheurantismand gout.
sian affairs.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
whoso regular channelof exit is the organs of
The doctrines held by the Russian which little was known, and handi- urination.Among these are certain abnormal
capped according to her supposed de- and inflammatoryelements,productiveof irreSocialistPropaganda are enunciated
parable injury to the system if not entirely exwith frankness in some extracts pub- merits. The next instance was that of pelled. The kidneys and bladder themselves
Mr. Brayley’s bay horse Mornington,
lished by the Krymski Lisiok. The
are also benefited by this stimulus, as their inwhich with Mordan up, and after the activityis usually a preliminaryto their disease
followingare passages from the Vpered
disorganization.
They also experience, in
(Forward): Bepublicanideas are a wildest rumors concerninghis health and
and probable starting, won the City and common with other portions of the system,the
chimera. Garibaldi and Felix Pyat are
Suburban from a good field of twenty- potent invigorative effect of the Bitters; which
behind the age.” The burning of Paris
furthermore corrects disorderedconditions of
four horses. The Metropolitan was the stomach, bowels and liver.
by the Commune in 1871 “ threw a ray
still considered an open race, and thirof light on the future;” but the ComTh« Cultivationof Rose*.
mune “ took no decisive step; it only teen faced the starter; but Mornington
Hoses are her cheeks,
squandered his field in the hands of
imposed a task on the social revolution
And a roue her lip*."
that
great horseman, Tom Cannon,
The best way for ladies to cultivate this rare
which it had not the courage to achieve
carrying 117 pounds. This perform. In the inquiry— Which is the
itself." The new Socialistschool will
I

I*

used from Maine to San _ ______ _ _____
many mother*. WOOLUIUH A Ot
Take no other_

NEAR
WEST.

A choice from over 1,000.000scree lawn Land*,
doe west from Chlcaeo,at nom 15 to 18 per acre, In
farm lota, and on eesy tenna. Low freight* end ready
market*. No wUdmieea-no Ague-oo Indian*. Landexploringtickets from ChUAgo,free to buien. For
Usds. Pamphlets and full Intoniuittpn apply to

Towa railroad land coRPAmr,

Cedar lUpida,Iowa, or 92 Bendolph Street, Chicago.

HUNT’S REMEDY.

TRUST
Kldnem, Bled dev' anil
Urinary Organa. Hurt' A RxmkDX enoouragea sleep, createsan
ed health lA

TO

TEAS!
*

eases of the

Mrealkncao

Rif

il5"*

I par
atrai far ash. Par t'MKK copy of (ht - Kaau* Pavtl* IImm*toU." a4*f« A. J, OHw»ry.Lag* Ow'r. Hallaa.K«n«a».

BRAVES’ VAT. RUBBER TARGET

Ml.

STOVE POLISH

and

*ti

sapplM with Oral

a* a

law

rata.

JOHN WILKINSON, Solo ManTr, 77 Stite St, Chicago.
Im* alia itamp for my «l«r*nt N.w Catalarea #f Scroll
fawa, Lath a a, Aroherv, Baa* Ball* fto.

tha ba*t food,la markd, and alf si mtaafoetarm' kWh. 1 ua
paklUhrr af Kapa’i and Wtrt’* Dr.l/tai, sod tala knportaraf
Ua ataalaa " WIUl.wo law Blada*.71

NICHOLS, SHEPARD & CO.,
Battle Creek, Mick.
ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE

“VIBRATOR”
THRESHING IMCHMEBr.
ffVRV Matekleaa OraladteriM.TiMe-Karla*,

A

tad Maeay-Savtag Thrasher* oflhU day md gratraReyoad all rivalryfor tepid Werk« Pcrhct Cleaalag,
8aria| Qrala Own Wattage.

Uee.
tad

for

are
Interested

If yon

••

ance was looked upon as very great,
Dutch Skater’s the
previous year, who, with 125 pounds

not restrict itself to the "half measures
and nearly equal to
of the Commune;” it “will not shrink

Address the author, R. V. Pierce, M. D.; Grand
Invalids’ Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y. If buffering
from those painful weaknesses incidentto the
female organism,use Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription— a never-failing remedy for theee
complaints.

best Liniment for Man and
Beast?— this is the answer, attested by two generations : the

gTKAM^ Power Threshers

g

Specialty^ Special

ADR UnrivaledSteae Tkr either Engiae*.
V bath Portable and Traatlaa.with Valuable baprerentaati, for

bayaad say ether make or klad.

IflilE ENTIRE ThreshingExpenses (And often
threeto Ire tlmta that earnest)aaa b* made by tha
Kstra drain RAVL'D by tbeee Improved Machloea.

A
from any amount of severity,” and will
wage “ a mercilesswar against society ” and 6 years old, won the great Metro£*RA1N BAlsert will not sibmlt tothe onerLINIWA maui wastage of drain sad the Inferior work dona by
— “ a war of plunder, incendiarism,and politan, under the guidance of the celeThe reason is simah ether maeMate,wbmi enee pooled en the dinwenee.
brated
George
Fordham.
But
both
of
assassination.”The Nabai (Alarm
ItrOT Only Taatly Superior for WhesL Oofs,
ple, It penetrates e?ery sore,
these excellent performances were con*W Barky, Ayr, and flka drain*,hut tha Onr BaOMMBell) preaches “ the annihilation of mid-afett, emclency and reliability are the three
fttl Thrt.her la Flax. Timothy. Ulllrt.Clover, and like
wound, or lameness, to the
dle-class society, and the burial of the sidered secondary to Captivator’s vic- cardinalvirtues of a remedy, whether in the
Seed*. Require* aa "attachmenti"or "rebuilding" to
chnntc from Groin to flood*.
ery bone, and drives ont all
Old World, beneath its ruins.” “ The tory in 1872, for he, though only 4 years hands of a physician or in those of the people at
T* Thorogfh Workmanship, Elepat Finish,
laige. For the cure of all malarial or miasmatic
old,
won
118
pounds
up,
also
in
the
inflammatory and morbid matinstitutionof the family is to be deJk Perfoetfo*of Part*. CdfipleteMMof tgilpeKSI, a**.,
diseases, such tr Chills and Fever, or Intermitear " Vianavsn* timberOutfit* are Uaemparahk.
hands
of
Fordham;
for,
basing
the
stroyed, the right of property abolished,
ter. It 44 goes to the root” of
tent Fever, Dumb Chills, and Chronic Enlargereligion ignored, and even liberty dis- performances on khe weight-for-age ment of the Spleen, we have such a remedy in
the trouble, and never fells to
regarded as an empty question." Ac- scale, Captivator’B performance was two Dr. F. Wilhoft’sAnti- Pei iodio or Fever and
cure
in double quick time.
Ague Tonic, the compositionof which has been
cording to the Narodnaya Rasprava pounds better than Dutch Skater’s and publishedby its propiie'ors, Wheelock, Finlay
(NationalExecution), the Socialists will eight pounds better than Mornington’s. A uo , of New Orleans, and is approved by the
medical profession,and for sale by all Druggists.
“come forward with arms in their hands —Chicago Tribwne.
—Parole’s great victories in England
to execute all hangmen, traders, and
Casktcllt avoid the use of raspingeathar<
landed proprietors;”will “spread ter- have resulted in a bet between Pierre tics. They weaken the bowels and leave them
ror among all of. different opinions from Lorillard and Col Clark, of Kentucky, worse off than before. Use, instead, that saluthemselves;” and will ‘‘deifttioy every- and some fine sport is in consequence tary, non-irritating aperient and anti- bilious
medicine. Du Mott’s yboetablb Liver Pills,
thing— persons, things, or circumstan- promised to the lovers of the turf.
Clean Week, with no Uttering* or Iramritg*
Daring
a
discussion
of
Mr.
Lorillard’s which will not only achieve the desiredobject,
ces— that disturb the work. Those who
relaxation of the bowels, without caudpg pain
lot
stable at the Union Club, the two or weakening them, but promote dige&on and
(Beta.
are not with ns are against us, and must
ad Dona Power* la match.
gentlemen agreed to test the merits of assimilation and depurate the blood. The pills
fall under the bullets of our revolvers.”
JIOR Parti ralan. CaH on onr Dental or
the Kentucky and Lorillard stables. are sold by all Druggists.
* writela aa for Uluetfa^Ciroalar.vhlafcv*
MU bee
The bet was $50,000, on the terms that
Mason
ft Hamlin Cabinet organs are cerC. N. U.
Ho. 10
Lorillard’s Winnings.
Col. Clark shall select three Kentucky tainly the best of this class of instruments in
'i I VKflfir.s’fitrs
Personal friends of Mr. Pierre Loril- hones that will beat any three bred on the world, and at the prices at which they are
drosa,
W
\.FirNna^a^TyoNuUanT?t
l^DnVd vmK me nl
Oa H. O. ROOT. 183 Paarl BtreeC New Tsrk.
In thb* nnirer.
lard at the Union Club say that the the Lorillard farm. There are to be sold, which are only a little higher than those
of very poor organs, they are also cheapest
three races won by his horse Parole in five races altogether, one each year, with
England have netted him about $250,000, $10,000 contingentupon each event.
For coughs, colds end throat disorders
and that the horse won on his merits, Louisville and Monmouth Park are to use * Brown' » Bronchial Trochet," having
without getting anything approaching be the courses.The match is simply one proved their efficacyby a test of many yean
advantage at the start or turns in the of friendly rivalry. —Netc York Herald. 25 eta. a box.
In the last twenty-eightyears
The Mendelssohn Piano Co., No. 21 East 15th
only three horses in England have dene
The ore yield of California for the Street, N. Y., sell Pianos at Factory Priosa Are printed on atronf doth, in Absolntelyfast colon. They will not fade by light or weaning. Tha only
Centennial £ttal for Pinks was given to those goods. Alter thirty yearn'teat thst are admitted to to Ore
what Parole has done in a week. Mr. month of March aggregated $461,248.
Write for a catalogue.
BEOT PINK MADE. If yon want HONEST GOODS remamtor this andBUY TH***
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CORED FREE!
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Th& Richmond Pink Prints

larmers’ 6oIumu.
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LOCKS! LOCKS
HEW LOCKS

E. Workman,
Manufacturerof

About Apples.,
Shall we dig cut our apples trees?
question asked by

many who

are disgusted

HEW

FIRM

!

!

Something New
g|
’—I

Burned ont by the late Fire we re-openedIn
just completedat our old stand ou

onrntw more

I respectfnllyInvite the attention of the citizens
of Holland and vicinityto the new and handsome
addition I have made to my stock consisting of

with the low prices of the fruit. I sny to

Sawing of

Scroll

them apply the ashes to the wheat, which,

you

bringing

River Street,

kinds

all

pimple, Beautiful, Safe.

done to order.

$1 a bushel, costs 85 cents.

fte call the attention of the pnbllc. who are. or
anticlpato to build,to our Stationary Kuob Shank
Mortice Look.

This will give those who deserve success in
fruit

growing a better opportunity. Good

Also Planing, Matching and Resawing.

picked apples have sold here for 25 cents
both for drying and shipping,

a bushel,

can make more

on apples sold

We

at

25

cents than on any other farm crop

at

profit

pay

for shipping,

Apples contain

why

10 per

,

River & Tenth

Cor.

not feed to stock?

*

cent of nutriment,

potatoes 13, cabbage 7, and turnips 4 per

leading farmers said on this subject at the

fed hogs and beeves entirely on apples,

I

making good beef and pork.

C. Allis

Power
“
“
6* “ •*

has fed from 100 to 500 buslels of apples
yearly, and considers them one of the best

food lor horses, neat-stock and
fowls. Would nearly as soon have sour
apples as sweet. Dr. Sylvester says
apples improve the coats aud general apkinds of

pearance of horses; are good

to

JAMES LEPPEL A

but can't say as to

Woodward

as

« <* *•

butter from apples In the Full as

from grass in June. People will In time
Dyspepticsare complaining when the

.

-

.

oO per

4;

I

son is past. ^
Apple trees by .overbearing, require a

l

irara
c«miU

Off&enitarsfe

As

.’T" Abuse; as

Tahngjf

No.

10

G.

Holland, Aug.

&

Lamps and

SONS.

‘VY

ment

of

Chandeliers— the

—

— the safest
and most beautiful.

latest styles

17, 1878.

ERROR'S OF YOUTH.
who suffered for years from
Nervous DEBILITY, PREMATURE DECAY

A

and
tho
who
the

the effects of Youthful indiscretion,will for
sake of suffering humanity, send free to all
need It. the recipe and directions for making
simple remedy bv which he whs cured. Sufferers wishing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience
cau do so by addressing In perfectconfidence.
all

JOHN

‘

B.

1-20W

Losa
vr
ud;After Taiing.
\

OGDEN,

‘

42 Cedar St„

_

New

York.

WATCHES

see our new Spring Stock of

Call and see the stock, no
trouble to show goods.
G. J.

TeVAARWERK.

Eighth Street, Holland,Mich.
10-6m

!

ELGIN WATCHES,
Stem and Key-Winding Watches,Silver Cases,
Fine Movements,

ONLY

$11.00

ALSO

-

CLOCKS VERY CHEAP.
WIJKMUIZEN.

PAPER,

CURTAINS,

HARD PAN PRICES.

At

Great Reduction in Prices of

CO..

Mechanics’Block, Detroit,Mich.

WALL

VXTHEREAS

at various dates, and

Ho Trouble.

GLASSWARE.

defaulthas been made in the payat H.
the money aecured by a mortgage,
Watch and Cloekmaker.9th street, opposite First
all the trees pf young orchards do nut l>e- dated the 13th day of May, A. D. 1871. executedby
’Koclof A. Hchouteu and GijsbertjeSchuuten, his
Reformed Church. Holland. Mich.
giu to bear the same season, the bearing- wife, of the townshipof Zeeland, *>ttawa county,
trees of one year of all orchards, if not in- Michigan,to Huibert Keppel, of Zeeland, aforesaid. which said mortgage was recorded in the
H.
CO.,
terfered with by any agency, would* be office of the Register of Heeds of the County of
Ottawa and State of Michigan in Liber X of mortrpHE followingdescribedLots in the Citv «
promiscuouslyIntermingledwith the trees gages, on page 93, on the 19th day of August, A. D.
Holland. 1 will sell at the following prices
1871.
at
one
o’clock,
p.
m.,
aud
whereas,
the
said
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block G. West Addition gl"!
that would bear the next, thus equalizing
m or gage has been dulr assigned by the said llulproposal" will be received by tho Board each: Lot 18. Block 8. Lot 6. Block It. Soilth West
the quantity to be marketed each year. bert Keppel to Jan Bos. by A**i|?nmeut, bearing O BALED
of Educationof the Public School* of t»* City Addition SI TO each. Lois 1, 2, 3. 1, 5 & 6 in Block
date the 18th day of February, A. D. ls78, and re
Hail-storms,drouths, late Spring frosts Corded In tho office of the Register of Deeds of the of Holland, for the budding of a new school house. 25, us organizedplat near the M. L. 8. depot at
Plans and specificationscan be seen at the office ot jftft«*ach. except Lots 1 A 2 which are $301. each.
aud other agencies prevent this naturally said county of Ottawa, ou the iweuty-thlrd day of Mr. Wm. Wakker, with whom all bids will be left. Also 6 lota West Of First avenue at$125oach. The
February. A. D. 1878, at 8 o’clock in the forenoon
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
equalized condition. For instance, sup- of ?aid dav. In Liber No. 4, of mortgage*, on page Bids mu*t be in by noon of Monday. May 12th the following Lots \ 10. 11, 12. 13, and 14, in Block
next.
E. Lots 2, 4. 5 and i in Block H. The above will
By Order of the Board of Education,
pose one half of the trees of the country 366. aud the hidio D now dwqed by him: aud
whereaa the ainonnt now claimed to be due on
be sold on long credit aud small payments down.
C. DOB8BURG, Bec’y.
said
mortgage
at
the
date
of
till*
notice
Is
the
sum
were in blossom and a hail storm should
Apply
r
Dated, Hoi.L>Nn, Mich., April 25, 1879.
of one hundred and tdxiy five dollarsand (eventydesiroy the blossoms. Next season the^e eighl cent*, principal and interest,and the further
M. D.
trees would blossom again, and the other *uui of twenty-five dollarsas an attorney fee, stipulated for in said mortgage, and which is the
half of the trees in the country with them; whole amount claimed to be due and unpaid on
said mortgage, and no suit or proceedinghaving
thus all would fruit at once. That all trees been Institutedat law to recover the debt now redo not bear the same year is accounted lor maining secured by said nnrtgage, or any part
thereof, whereby the power of sale contained in
from the fact that all sections of the couu- said mortgage has become operative;NoiothtnExtra Fine Remedy for
fort notice U hereby i/iren,that by virtue of the
’ try, or even of the same farm, are not afpower of sale and in pursuance of the statute lu
fected in the same degree by the agencies such case made aud provided, the sold mortgage
will be foreclosed by a sale of the premises thereShould the codling moth become in described,ut public auc'ion, to the highest biddec, at the front door of the Court Hou*e. in the
so numerous as to destroy tue larger por- city of Grand Haven, in said connty of Ottawa,
MACALISTER’S Cough Mixtureloosens the
Does a general Banking. Exchange, and Collecphlegm,aud acts like a charm In cases of
tion of the apples soon after the fruit is on Monday, the Twelfth day of
tion business. Collections made on all points In
next, at one o’clockIn the afternimn of that day: the United States and Europe, Particular attenset, the trees would soon bear every year.
which said premises are describedin said mort- tion paid to the collection*of Banks and Bankers.
croup,
Whether it would pay to pick by hand the gage as follows: Alt that certain piece <.r parcel of Remittances made on the day of payment. All
and situated In Ottawa Connty and State of Mich
Those who ate tn obted with coughing at night,
bustnes* intrusted to me shall have prompt attenyoung frtlit for this purpose may be ques- Igan and describedas the west eighteenthand tion. Interest allowedou time deposit:*,subject can find immediate relief.
5U-1IK) acre* off of the n >rth-easlquarterof the
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought aud
tioned, for the next season might bring a
north wen quarter of seetion twenty-five In town
sold. Tickets to and Irom all points in Europe
family ought to bo without it.
frost just la time to change the bearing ship six. north of tango thirteen west, also a piece sold at my office.
of land in said county commencing in the center
JACOB YAN PUTTEN.'
Prepared only by
year, and render the effort unavailing.— of the JennUon roatfat the north-west corner of

country were planted

any-

I have also put on the shelves a largo and complete stock of tho fine and popular kinds of
CROCKERY and

-

VAN PUTTEN

—

Mortgage Sale.

the trees of the

O'-*—

A prompt deliveryfree of charge, can

&?•

Come and

way!

it

be relied upon.

Sold In Flollandand elsewhere by all wholesale and retail druggists.
S-ly

again, thus acquiring the habit of hearing

every other year.

ness, Spermatorrhea, Impotency,
and all discuses
that follow, as n
sequence of Self-

THE GRAY MEDICINE

uroin. titvurltr.
lor a Copy.

for yourself, no

see

PRICES ARE LOW.

Pain In the Back. Dimness of Vision. Premature
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In
sanity or Consumption, and a PrematureGrave.
t#“Full particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mall to everyone. fc?r*The
Specific Medicineis soul by all druggists at $1 per
package, or six packagesfor $5. or will be sent free
by mull on receiptof the mouev bv addressing,

GATES CTOTZS,

which they overbear

SET.

A GEBTLEMAN

Seminal Weak-

i

lie

send

C. MELIS.

unfailingcure for

A Mui U'-acriplivn,
power, price, vie., la
veil in an extra of

sea-

WM.

The great Eng-TRADE MARK.
Ilsh remedy, an

hmam

4

appreciatethe value of apples as food.

season of rest, after

•

TRADE MARK.

P. LYON.
J. II. CAREY.

1
Ai

WHOLE

Prices.

Gray’s Specific Medicine.

CO.,

V^m

IMw

good as

moderate* Mr. Allis said he could make

much

29-ly

is hereby given that the co-partnership heretofore existing between the under
signed, under the firm name of Lyon A Carey. Is
this day dissolved by mutual consent. All accounts
with said firm must be settled by Messrs. Lyon A
n
Hon, who will continuethe lumber business.
Before
Dated, Olive Centre. March 25th. 1*79.

mangel wurzels, but the beginningmust be
as

MISHAWAKA PLOWS,

il

has fed apples to horses, cattle

and sheep, and considered them

have made such arrangements that I cau
PIECE, PART OF A BET, or '

trouble to show goods.

Combination Metal. Chilled Imn and
Steel 31ould Board Flows, at Bottom

promote •VTOTICE

making butler. Mr.

t

by the

Come and look at

Come and

THE NEWEST, STRONGEST,
AND BEST.

Dissolution Notice.

health of stock, good to cause flow of milk,

I

sell it

Etc., Etc.

^ —

343.50

Springfield,Ohio..

49-ly

And

Crockery,
Flour ife Feed.

CANT-HOOKS.

88-ly

Compact, Substantial, Economical and easily managed.
Guaranteedto work well and
give full power claimed. The
Engine and boiler complete,
Including governor, pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low
price of
3 Horse
242.00
44
8W.00

meeting of the Western New York
Horticultural Society:Mr. Gregory has

last

Groceries,

REMEMBER THE PLACE,

CANTvHOOKS!

sts.

BTOLM5IE

cent. I summarize what some of our

CHINA WAKE,

Hats & Caps,

Opposite the Post-Offloe.

Any one of the above articlesmade to order to
any size or measure on short notice and at Grand
Kaplds prices.

present prices. Where the price will not

Dry Goods,

will cheerfully
show the goods and explain their
operation.

J

o-EiraxisrE

have Just received a largo new stock of

Come and examine. We

and our dryhouse has made $3,000 cleat
profit on apples alone this season.

We

•

HOLLAND.

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,

G.

Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc.

such grumblers, yes, nod after burning

—

—

!

DOORS, SASH,

the

is

!

ETC.,

FOR SALE.

MEYER &

Sealed Proposals.

1

BY

SOLID

MEYER &

H.

CO.

i

DEALERS IN

O

In,

HOWARD.

BANKING.

Sens

Ctfiis,

Hitiinti, Etc

Of

PILES
fectly

all kind*,

.TUMORS, discharges

BLOOD or mucus, and all diseases
of the RECTUM quickly and per-

cured bv a simple aud soothing

DR.

J.

REMEDY.
v- v

address
e.
FABER &
Ann

For information,

COUGH MIXTURE.
An

,

RIVER STREET. HOLLAND MICH.

CO., 22

V.
l-2«w

St.. N.

Macallister’s

mini! rims

Mortgage Sale.
TX7HEREA8, default ha* been made

in

V

the pay-

ment of the money secured by a mortgage
dated the 13th day of May, A. D. 1871. executedby
Koelof A. Schouten and Gijsbertie Schouten. hi*
wife, of the township of Zeeland, Ottawa countv,
Michigan, to HnlbertKeppel. •! Zeeland, aforesaid, which said mortgage was recorded in the
office of the Registerof Deeds of the County of
Ottawa and Mate of Michigan, in Liber X of mortMay,
gages, on page 95, on tho’nlneteonth day of August,
\ y 1871, at 1 o’clock i>. tn., and whereas, the
ia’idmortgage has been duly assigned by the said
Huibert Keppel to Jan Bus. by assignmentbear.ng
date the eighteenthday of February,
1 i•
and recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds
of said Countv of Ottawa, on the twentt-thlrd of
No
February. A. 1). 1878, at 8 o'clock lu the forenoou
of said -day, in Liber Nc. 4 of mortgage*ofi page
808. and the same is now owned by him, and
whereas the amount now churned to be due on
J. P. Lkk, Chicago, 111.
Hiram Andriea*land running thence souih fifty
said mortgage at the date of this notice.Is the sqm
rods In a strip two rod* wide, thence east a strip
Sale.
of one hundred and sixty-fivedollars and reventy
three
rods wide
and twenty rods long,
XI IVSVIO
V I
^ fw V thence south rvEFAULT having been made in the conditions
eight cents ($165.78). principaland Interest,and ihe
..
a strip of land two rods wide and fitly rods
rod* long to
of an Indenture of mortgage, da ed. ac
further snm of twenty-five dollars aa an attorney
land owned by Jun Hos, said land being ou the
fee. stipulated for in said mortgage,and which 1*
knowledgcd and delivered, on the twenty-sixth
Restores the Hair
east half of the south- west quarterof section
the whale amount claimed to be due aad unpaid
day of March. A. D. 1877. by Jacob Van de
to its Original Color, and prevents it from
twenty-four, in township six north, of range thir
Roovaart.of the city of Chicago. Illinois, o
on said mortgage,and noauit or proceeding having
teen west, containingone acre and seventy-*!! Henry Wcsiveer, ol the same place, recorded in
fulling out.
been instituted at law U) recover the debt now re
rod* of land accordingto tho government survey,
the office of the RegbftT of Deed*, of Ottawa
mainmg secured by said mortgage, of any part therebe the same more or less.
of. whereby tho power of sale contained in said
County.Michigan. Hr Liber No. 5 of mortgages, on
Both these remediesar • for sale at
Dated. February 1, A. D. 1879.
Dft. SciioCTK.V* Drug Store.
five hundred,on tho thirtiethday of
JAN BUS, AulQMeqf MorUfaqe. page
March, A. D. 1877. and aligned by Henry WestGeo. W. McBuuie, AU'y. for Aieiqnee. M8w
Eiirth Street, *.
Holland Mich. and in pursuanceof the statute in |,»ch ««•« made
veer. on the ninth day of December, A. D. 1878. by
an Instrumentin writing, to Gerrit A Koning. of
O-iy .
,
the city of Holland, Michigan. The assignment
by a sale ol me premise-,
^
of said mortgage was on the thirteenth day of
January. A. 1). 1879, recorded in the office ol the
Register oi Deeds, of Ottawa county. Michigan,lu
ven, III
in said
County VP
of wOttawa, on M0i*ftay» tlie
UIU VVUUWJ
Tho undersigned, an old and retired physician, veil,
Liber No. 4 of mortizges,ou page four hundred having been permanently cured of the much Twelfth day of
on* o’clock in
and thirty eight. Whereas, there is now due aud dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a simple
the afternoon of that day. which said premises are
unpaid at the date of this notice,one hundred anu remedy. I* anxious to make known to hi* fellow^
thirty eight dollarsfor principal ami interest,also
sufferer*the means of cure. To all who dcsirelt.
ten dollars as an attorney fee provided for in said
he will send a copy of ihe prescription used. FREE
mortgage.. If proceedingsa-e taken to foreclose OF CHARGE, with direction* for preparing and tuwa County,and State of Michigan, further de
f-r
the >ame, and no suit at law or In chancery having
same, which will be found a sure cute
using the mow.
ctite for
he^o'rth VtV of the^uthweat* quarter
-rr~
been instituted to recover the debt, secured by
Consumption,Cutairh,Bronchitis. Asthma, Nert. twenty four, in township six north, of

BAX HER,

.

-

.

HOLLAND,

named.

Fmitm.

MCIHIGAN.

COUGHS.

V

l

mu, Minuti

A-

9-ly

Ch

A. Grecn, Monroe 0<k, N. Y.

is.

Mortgage

Mill*

Making Lumbar from Straw.

Mr. 8. H. ttamlWo, ofBushnell, III.,
a process for making |urd
wood lumber out of common straw, with
has discovered

LEE’S

U

HAhTrENEWER
,

all the effects of polish

and

finish

which

1

is

obtainable on the hardest of black walnut

and mahogany,

at

as

little

cost as clear

pine lumber can be manufactured for.

The

process of manufacture as explained by

Mr. Hamilton U

as follows: Ordinary

straw board, such as is manufactured
any paper

mill, is used for the purpose.

at

As

many

sheets are taken as are requiredto

make

the thicknessof lumber desired.

•
ilj.

A

NEW STOCK
-OF

;

!he

MX'r.;
wic.e...

.

CONSUMPTION CURED’!

FRESH

GROCERIES.

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

*

mum.!,

iid mortgage, or

wUh

Laundry and

Tarm

Soaps,

for Sale.

.

;
,{*

•WORKS.

sample* of imitation of marble, tnabogoay,
etc., were

shown, which might deceive the

most experienced eye. Not only doe* Mr.

Hamilton claim a substitute for lumber
in sash, door and blinds aud finishing
stuff, but al*o as a substitutefor black wal-

woods in the manufacture

nut and other

So, 18

Epi

Stool,

Assignee of Mortgage.

M3w

SoHui, Migu.
•

------

Our celebrated Lager Beer I* bottled fresh at this
establishment, and will be deliveredto familiesfree
of charge at 91.*» per dozen full quart butties,
or fiOcent*per ^ dozen.

of all kinds of fine furniture,coffins, etc.,
and also an excellent substitutefor marble

Come and try Samples

top tables, mautlepieces, etc. He claims
that

it

will not

warp in

the Bari

the least.— #irm-

E. F.

erf' Magazine.

Hollvnd, Mich.,

SUTTON.

Att'ys for Assignee of Mortgage.

MEAT MARKET
—IN

THE<

Brewer.

FIRST WARD.
dealing thoy feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of theli
trade.

Everything, so

far, int^icateatjjjit till

T

un^he Maryland aud Delaware
petti

»il|(lw jinuecMetotel thu

both

A lutNity'-audqfanfity.S *

PtfUwes

ye»r
6.

VAN PtTTEN A8(iONS:

Bo*, Assignee (f Mortgagee.
Gxo. W. MoBuidi, Atty. for Assignee. t

In

Flowers, Laces, Embroidery Kuching,
,

—

The undersignedannounce* to the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market;and are
now ready to supply their customer*with all kinds
of Meat* and Bansage*. By promptne** and fair

April l7tli, 1879^^

,

JAN

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves, Fans, Paraaols, Shawls, Sacques,
Circulars,

at

1

“PC.ftb„.r,mh.A.D:iOT.„

GERRIT A. KONING,
Howabd & McBride

(UNDER GERMANIA HOUSE.)
-- -----

the

Millinery and Fancy Goods.

CITY BOTTLING

Utusceptibleofvery high polish, and

the

north boundary of said highway ‘[j • F11!* {
which a northerlyline paralell with
«r
section line) shall Include ten acres, thence northerlv from said point to the north boundary line »»r
said south west quarterof iection twenty-four,
thence westerly along said lino to the, place of

,

PETER BOOT,

It

mltodPuM

42-lf
HOWARD.
1879. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1879.

ALL CHEAP FCR CASH.
i

Ih.

--

SXrt5\hehl= thence along

improved.

.

1

for
^n

anv part thereof ; Notice is hrrtbi/
AMrc.
These sheets are passed through a chemigivm, that by virtue of the po«erof sale contained
DR. C. STEVENS. Bmckvllle,Ont.
In said mortgageand the statute in such case made
cal solullou, which thoroughly softens up
Toilet,
and provided, the said mortgage will be loreclosed
the fibre and completelysatuiates it. The
by a sale of the mortgagedpremises, or so much
etc , etc.
thereof as shall b- necessaryto pay the amount
whole is then passed through a succesion of
T will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
due on said mortgage,lor principaland Interest,
rollers, dried and hardened during the passMy 40 cent Tea is called A No. « for the price by said attornc ’s fee and the cost and expense*of soil, six miles irom this city. Near church
expert Judges. Fine Candle*. Tobacco* and advertising,foreclosureand sale, allowed by la*1,at and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
age, as well as polished, and conics out of
public auction ot vendue, to the highest bidder, ou
Cigar*, Toy*, Notions, Flower Pota, Hanging
Also
Monday, the nineteenth day of May, A. of this land is partially
the other end of the machine hard, dry lum
Baskets in great variety.
D. 18T9, 0,ie o’clock In the afternoon of said 40 acres of unimproved land iu the Townher, ready for use. It is claimed (hat the
day, at tho t rout door of the Court Honse in the city ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
of Grand Haven, Ottawacounty.MIchUan.lthat
beM.D.
chemical properly hardening in the fibre
ing the place of holdingthe Circuit Court for the
said County of Ottawa and State oi Michigan).
. I ' 7
il \
entirely prevent water soaking, and render
Give me a trial and you will ht ‘pleasedwith The premises to be sold are described In said mortthe lumber combustibleonly in very Lot goods and Prices.
gage as follows, to wit: All that certain piece or
parcel of land, situate in the city of Holland, in the
'
fire. The hardened finish on the outside
Connty of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, and
River Street,
described as follows,to-wit: the west half of lot
also makes it impervlims to water.
numbered seventeen (17). in block numbered
samples exhibited could hardly be told
thirtv-elght(33) In the city (late village) of Holland,
in tho County of Ottawa, State of Michigan,acfrom hard wood lumber and in sawing
cording to the recorded map of said city.
Dated, Holland, Mich., February 13, A. D. 1879.
. it the differenee could not be detected.

The

May

r

The stand li one door west of G. J. HaverkateA
Son’s Hardware Store.

^

‘

Holland. July

14,

W, BCTKAU,

J.
1878.

VAN ZOBREN.

And

Dolmans,

a full line of

SULK
lT& s.

AJ<TJD CH/AFIE.

van den berge,

btohth street

HOr*IiJXNX>,

MICH

